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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27 1896.
VOL. X NV11, NO 22
FACTS ABOUT FOLKS.
Items of Considerable Local
Interest.
GOSSIP AND GABBLE.
P nyn. Paragrapes and Palaver Perta•niag
to Populvr People.
IStairansoe.—Mr. Jesse L. Edmund-
is purchased his partner's interest
in the East Oakland Mail and is now
sole pro-river et, that breezy sheet. He
exaet et re make many improvements in
the paper.
$4+
THE D4TE.—FTIOM18 Whe pretend to
know say that the date of the Moearch-
McKenzie wedding will be December
17, and that it will be one of the moot




the Navasota (Tex.) Review is gratify-
ing news to the many friends of the
lady : -Mrs. H. H. Abernathy. who
hue beet) in poor health since her urri-
sral here, is mach improved now.
Lowsent ..L.—Mr Max J. Lowenthal,
of this city, is now traveling out of,Cin-
tinnati. He is representing the well-
known firm of Messrs. H. & G. Fedor.
Mr. Los euthal is recognized as orie ot
the most successful salesmen on the
road.
+ + +
Eiens.—Mr. T. E. Elgin, who lives
near this city, will deliver an address
before the annual meeting of the Ken-
tucky Swine Breeders' Association, at
physiology
Louisville, on the eth of next nionth. I HE ADMITS HIS GUILT
His subject, will be "lhe Future of
Thoroughbred Swine Breeders in the
South."
+ + +
ANNOUNCEXENT.—At three o'clock On
the afternoon of the 25th inst. at the
Little River church, Mr. Jas. M. Miles.
lion of Mr. A. W. Miles, and Misr Mattie
Carless, youngest daughter of Mr. Jas.
W. Canoes, were joined in wedlock
by Rev. A. 3deschuni A reception
followed at the residence of the groom's
father near Bennettstown.
The Next Meeting.
The next meeting of the County Tea -
dives Aseociatiou will be held at Bever-
ly on Saturday, Dec. 5th 1896. All are
cordially invited to be present. A pro-
gram of much interest is being prepar-
ed.
Colored Teacher's Net.
Sat'iLay at Caelty the County Associe-
tiote of Colored Teachers' held a- meet-
ing. Among the subjects disc taseet
were reading, civil government, gram-
mar, arithmetic, .school management,
and geography.
Local Tobacco Market.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Nev. 13, 1896.
Editor NEW ERA:—
Receipts, only 25'hhds. for the week;
offerings, 439: sales, 560 'aids. Receipts
for year, 21,143; sales' 18,179 hhds
The market was quite strong through-
out the sale with an advance of Es to '2
Nits on lugs a,nd common leaf.
There is nothing doing in new tobac-
eo for lack of seasonable handling
westher. There has been a few
of common leaf offered bringing $3.30 to
5.40, it has good co1o5,0Thst is thin, lack-
ing body.
Common  1 00 to $2 00
Medium  . e. 2 25 to 300
Good.. 3 23 to 400
Lae,.
Common ..... ........ ...$3 00 to $5 00
Medium ....... 5 25 to 
751




To every one taking advantage of this offer
W3 will absolutely give the $3.50 worth of
value.
The Bagster Teachers' Bible
Is acknowledged by all the most compre-
hensive of any Teachers' Bible in existence. It
c mtains all the helps found in any Teachers'
Bible. A complete concordance, 12 superb
maps, silk head bands, with beauriful silk rib-
bon marker. It is bound in the finest of Moroc-
co; it is divinity circuit, it has gold edges, in
fact it is a perfect and
Beautiful Teachers' Bible. .
Now what we will do is this, if you will send
us only
-
We will send you postpaid this $5.00 Teach-
ers' Bible and give you free one year's subscrip-
tion to this paper. Think of it. This Bible
which sells for $5.00 all over the world, and a
full year's subscription to the WEEKLY NEW
ERA for only $2.50.
A Christmas Present.
You can look the world over and you can
not find a handsomer or more appropriate
Christmas Present.
Order at Once
As the supply is limited, and you can not
afford to miss this wonderful offer. This beau-
tiful Bible can be seen at this office.
Address: NEW ERA C.,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Postortice Discontinued.
• Ebliug postoffice, in Christian county, C
has been discontinued. Mail for that
offic now gees to Haley's will.
Alexander Confesses to the
Murder of Officer White.
TRAIN KILLS THREE.
Awful Railroad Accident A Murder—Other
News.
ALEXANDER CONFESSES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 20.—Alfred
ilexander, colored, this morning ooe-
fetsed to the murder of Officer White
at Owensboro.
White, who ordered several negroes
to move from in front of a saloon where
they had congregated to celebrate the
election of McKinley, was held by some
of the negroes. His pistol was taken
away from him and he was shot with it
Four men were arrested and put in
jail charged with the crime. For fear
of a mob they were removed to Render-
-on and later on to Princeton.
Alexander, who was identified as one
if the ring-leaders of the gang, was ar-
rested last week in Louisville.
Up to this morning he denied that he
had anything to do with the killing,but
-o-day he broke down and confessed
that he shot White. •
THREE PERSONS KILLED.
• 'SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Vanceburn, Ky., Nov. I5.—A terrible
accident happened near this city last
night.
Two girls and a toy were run over
and killed by a train.
• About eleven o'clock Lula and Jessie
hinds, accompanied by Alfred Pollickf
were on their way /some.
They were caught by the fast C. &O.
train on a crossing and all three reedit--
4i fatal injuries.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND.
isier.cteL TO NEW ERA)
New York, Nov. 20.—President
Sleveland will deliver an address be
tore the Academy of Medicine in dais
..aty on the Third Friday in January.
Upon that occasion the Academy will
celebrate its fiftieth anniversary witl.
exercises in Carnegie HalL
WILL CONTEST THE ELECTORS.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 20:—Secretars
3us Richardson, of the State Democrat-
ic Committee, announces that his part)
has definitely decided to contest the
nection of the eleven MeKinley electors
in Kentucky. The Democrats concede
:he election of the foremost McKinley
!lector, S. H. Kash, who ran 244 votes
ahead of W. H. Smith, the leading
Bryan elector, who in tarn ran ahead ot
aim associates by over 2,000 votes, in,
other eleven McKinley electors receiv-
ing a greater number of votes than the
other Bryan electors. The grounds of
contest are given as irregularities and
fraud in a large number of counties.
The Republicans make as many charges
of irregularities and fraud as the Demo-
crate. The State contest board is com-
posed entirely of Republicans.
CARRIED ONE TOWNSHIP.
[sosCeo., TO NEW ERA]
Topeka, Kan., Nov. 23.—This morning
Secretary of State Edwards forwarded
to candidates Palmer and Buckner a
certified copy of the returns of Dudley
township, Haskell county, in which the
vote stood as follows: Palmer and
Buckner, 3; McKinley and Hobart, 2;
Bryan and Sewall, 1.
ITC)-'7\7" Is
The Cream of the Year
For Painting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20 years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure.
Round Oak Heating Stoves
.-re made of selected iron, all joints ground, guaranteed to keep fire all night and to
last longer than any other stove made. We have ten different sizes in stock.
Majestic Ranges
These household joys do their own talking. They cure (lyspepsia, economize in fuel
and make life a plea6ure instead of a burden.
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES 8• BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
• For Instance, Our Low Prices
—ON—
Building Material, Hardware, Paints, Oils and
Glass.
31ZIAGGir aro EiLICA.A. 3E1•1356
,
Beaty Hurt.
The little son of Judge John Perkins,
manager of the Elkton Hotel, fell off a
horse Saturday and broke his collar
bone. The horse fell on the dhild.
Good MuntinieTrip.
The Christme Count) Hunting Club,
that left this city Nov. 4 for Arkansas
on their yearly hunt, returned" Monday
morning. The party report a most en-
joy el. • ip theine was plentiful and
they had beautiful weather during their
stay. They killed about twenty deer.
A Sure Tip.
Senator Cratubaugh. of Christian
county, will be the next Collector of
.this iiistriCt, says the Hawesville Plain-
dealer. McKinley attempted in person
to laud the Senate:a in this ,place undo r
Harriett). This is u sure tip, and appli-
cants van get their papers in shape ac-
cordingly.
N once to Creditors.
All persons having claims against the
'asta.e of 'thornier Green, deceased, are
heroes- uottfied to file same with either
of us properly proven, on or before De-
cembir 1, 1896. 0. V. CREEN,
THOMAS GREEN, JR.,
Executors of Thomas Green, deed,
Nov. 18, '96. d&w to Deo.1
, Board of Enuntiaatioi.
Judge John W. Do athitt has ap-
pointed the folios% ing persons to com-
pose the Christian county Equalization
Boar tor this rear's assessinents: B. F.
Johss in, M. B. Brown, J. F. Garnett,
Isaite (arnett, R. J. Carothers, J. W
Pritchett, Peter Positell, Jr., colored.
The 1- oard will meet on the first Mon-
day in January.
Mr. DeTreville Resigns.
Mr. R. H. DeTreville last Fr day • re-
signed his position as cashier of the
Bank of Hopkineville. The resignation
was due to the fact he contemplates en-
eaging in another business. The rela-
tions between him and the batik were
mutually agreeable. He gave also am-
ok satisfaction to the public. It is not
probable that an election of a cashier to
succeed Mr. DeTreville will be held be-
;Ore the first of next year.
HE GETS SEVEN YEARS
Jury Finds W. F. Hart
Guilty.
MAKES A CONFESSION.
la Acknowledges That He Has Eight Living
Wives
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
'Mayfield, Ky., Nov. 20.—W. F. Hart.
.be bigamist, was sentenced this morn-
ing to se rve seven years in the State
arisen.
He heard the verdict coolyand wasnot
in the least rime rvod. He will not at-
tempt, it. is said, to have another trial
He confessed this morning that lo
aas eight thing wives.
Three of his wives were on hand to
testify against him. The three were
Miss Laura Poe, of Bloomfield, :
Sties Virda Clerney, of Pipkin, Tenn .
and Miss Annie Hatchet], of Watei
Valley Ky. All the wives are young
tied pretty.
The wife, who was Miss Poe, was led
-o the altar in May, 1893, and he desert
ad her in December the same year. A
bud which lived to be sixteen menthe
old, was born to her. She has brought
nit for eivorce, but the case has not
,-et come up for trial.
Miss Cherry was married to Hart it:
knigust, 1895, and lived with him, fen
even molitlis She is only eighteen
fears old.
The Kentucky girl, Miss Hatchell,
.vite married to Hart less than a year
igo, and lived with Lim seven weeks,
airing which time she accompanied
aitu to Drum, Mo. On his return with
ter in July he was at-rested at Colman
JOB, Ky., and lodged iu jail here. Mime
.latchell is twenty years old.
It is known by Mies Laura Poe that
Le had a wife in Missouri with him, but
went away and came back with out -her
'eying site had died.
Women are not Eligible.
At the session of the Memphis Con-
:erence, an interesting case of appeal
!rime up from the Quarterly Conference
of Benton, Ky., in which the presiding
elder had decided that a woman is not
eligible as superintendent of a Sunday
school. From this decision an appeal
NSA taken and the Bishop sustained the
residing elder. The conference will
adjourn to-day.
There are ten different kinds of
money circulating in the United States,
aantely, gold Conn., standard silver
dollars, subeioiary silver, gold certiff
sates, trjasury notes issued under the
act of July 44, 1890, United States notes
(also called greenback and legal tender)
uational bank notes, and ni kel and
nronze Coins. These forms of money
are all available as circulation. While
they do not all possess the full legal ten-
der quality, each kind has such at-
tributes as to give it currency.
It is a carious circumstance that Quer n
Victoria het never seen her "faithful
Commons" ill session. She is denied a
ipectacle that may be witnessed by the
eumblest of her mubjects. It can hardly
tie saint with truth in these times that
the presence of the sovereign in the
douse of Commons would influence de-
aate. Neither does the other old con-
stitutional theory that the presence of
the sovereign would be a violation of
the frealom and secrecy of the debates
hold good in these days of verbatim
newspaper Parliamentary reports. Her
Majesty could indeed be an unobserved
spectator in the House of Commeets at
work if she sat behind the grill of the
ladies' gallery, but this would not be
consistent with the dignity of Victoria,
and the fact remains that she has never
been in the House of Commons.
Electric Bitter s.
Elictric Bitter; is a medicine suited
for any season, but perhape more gen-
erally needed when the languid, ex-
RUN1BAUGH'S GOT HIM be *hewn up to the president and heel
 HERE AND ELSEWHEREof departnieuts by men of the highest
party standing as a man wholly un-
worthy of public or private trust, who
has nothing but treachery in his na-
ture."
Dr. F. A. Miller, of the Western Ater,-
tutu has the following to say :
"Franks entered into a compact with
Vincent tho jailer's Rill,
that if Williamson would go to a cer-
tain precinct in Christian county aid SWEEP OF THE STATE.
bring back a resolution instructing for
for McKinley and for Franks that he
Franks) would guarantee him an ap-
pointrnenr as guard at Eddyville peni-
t notary ; that Williamson had brought
back such resolution as Franks hail ask-
ed and that Franks had ignored his
promise wholly."
Franks Tied Up in the Col-
lectorship Matter.
TRADED INFLUENCE.
It is Said Ile has Given the Major a Written
Agreement Not Si Apply.
Franks will not be an applicant for
the collet tership; that is, he will not if
he docent want a big low With Crum-
baugh. Franks -bartered away his
chance fi r the collectorship last sum-
mer when he was struggling with Lige
Selbree fi r the Republican nomination
for Congress. He entered into a trade
with Crumbaugh for his influence in
Christian county politics; he bought the
Crumbaugh influence with a written
ouligation not to be an applicant for the
Owenstee-o collectorship in event of Re-
publican success in the Presidential
race, fart hermore agreeing that in con-
sideration of Crumbaugh'e influence in
Christian county in the congressional
contest that he would support Crum-
baugh fur collo( tor. The document was
WitileSSA(1 by members of the Christian
county Republienn committee.
This stetenieut was given to a report-
er of the Messenger, last night by a
prominest Republican who said he got
it from another prominent Republican.
whose mane the Messenger holds, who
said he had seen the paper signed by
Franks, and that if Franks now under-
took to cppose Crumbangh for the col-
lectorehrp in order to obtain it for him-
-cif or anether that Crumbaugh will use
it agonise him.
It will be rmetnbered that Franks
has never publicly said that he would
be an applicant for the collectorship,
a.nd that he has been mysteriously sliest
about what he would apply for. Yet it
has been understood and believed by
those Republicans who have been wor-
shipping at the Franks *brine since the
election—some of whom formerly re-
viled him—that that was the goal of his
ambition.
When he was in a close place in
Christie', county last summer he seems
to have bartered away this choicest of
plums to Crumbangh, who drove is
Sharp bat gide with him, and this is why
(Age Selroes old home county went for
Franks.
But Crumbaugh is evidently becom-
ing uneasy about Franks and has been
exhibiting his contract with him. With
two such able diplomats am Franks and
Crumbaugh manipulating Republican
politics in the Second district there is
sure to be fun for the bystander+ before
the show is over. —Owensboro blesseug-
..r.
The folowing telegram from the Ow•
ensboro was received to-day:
-E. T. Franks denies the published
report that he had made a written con-
truet with Maj. Crumbangh not to ask
for the collectorship. Franke says he
has made no bargain and indorsed no
One."
Notes About a Variety of
Matters.
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
Steps Will Be Taken to Organics, One in
This District.
At the recent Henderson County In-
stitute, under the lead of Miss Mary T.
Saseeen, steps were taken towards or-
ganizing the Second Congressional Dis-
triet Educational Association. M. F.
Bubbet, N. L. Falls, W. G. Moceley, R.
L. Cinnamond, It 0. Shackleford and
Miss Mary Negley wore appointed a
committee to ce-operate with Miss Sam-
seen in the good wok.
Dear reader, if you live in the Second
Congressional District, what ever your
potation, whether teacher or superin-
tendeut, can't we—can't the school
cause—depend upon you to do some-
thing for the Second District Associa-
tion?
The above is taken from the Southern
School, the teachers' State organ. At a
meeting the committee decided to send
Miss Sasseen, SS a representative of
Henderson county, to it preliminary
meeting of all interested in the subject
at Madisonville, December 12th. It L
hoped then effect a permanent organi-
zation and prepare a program for the
general meeting to be held some time in
January. The organisation is much
needed, as shown by the very encourag-
ing reception of the idea by county su-
perintendents who have responded to
Miss Sasseen'e appeal.
SOME OBSERVATIONS.
Experience Shows a Reform
Is Needed.
ADVICE TO FARMERS.
A Correspondent Ventilates His Views About
South Christian Farmers.
Pungent P eres from Papers Printed in the
Pennyrile and Purchase.
Will Young, it negro living just West
of the city, brought his old panty mus-
ket to town yesterday to have Mr. Bl.
Auer extract a load from it that had
been placed there when it was reported
that the murderers of Officer White
would be mobbed, says the Cwensloro
Messenger. Young proposed to protect
his colored brother and to do it effect-
ually; and when it was found that the
negroes had been spirited away and that
Judge Lynch had been foiled, deeming
his preparation of defense no longer
useful, Young thought to discharge the
musket, clean it up and be ready for
ally other emergency that might arise.
But when he pulled the trigger the old
thing missed fire. He snapped several
caps, but to no purpose, and that is why
the gun was brobght to Gunsmith Auer.
In relieving the nineket of its explos-
ives and deadly missiles, Mr. Auer
found by actual meastireruent, powder
sufficient for five charges for an ordi-
nary gun, six screw nuts, the head of a
horseshoe nail, the head of a screw, two
pieces of copper cut diamond shape and
one hundred and fifty-six No. 1 shot.
Mr. Auer stated that had the gun gone
off when young attempted to fire it, it
would certainly have exploded and have
killed tbe man who fired it and many
mere standing around.
Young claims not to have loaded the
gun himself, but had loaned it to an-
other negro, who proposed to tacit, and
that this negro gave it the remarkable
charge.
An idea that is entitled to some con-
sideration is advanced by the Madison-
ville Hustler: "We see no good reason
why an audience should not applaud
the good words or the happy hits of the
preacher just the same as that of the
political speaker or the platform lectur-
er. There is no doubt that it would
often be an inspiration to the preacher
for his congre.gation to manifest an in-
Wrest of this kind when he has said
something that meets with the proba•
lion of the hearers. Often while we
have listened to a flight of oratory, a
burst of eloquence of good sound logic
from the pulpit we have felt like clap-
ping our hands or stamping our feet in
approval. We always, however refrain
from this for fear our motives may be
misconstrued. We hope to see the time
come, and that before long, that the
preachers may be either hissed or ap-
plauded for his words."
An old mngistrate in Marshall county
by the name of Jones went out to his
election precinct "befo' de wah" and
found the boys in a general scrap, says
the Murray Ledger. He had taken a
bundle of axe handles out to his voting
place to sell. When he had command-
ed the peace several times and found
that the belligerents paid no heed to
him, he seized an axe handle and began
to knock the eambatabts right and left.
At this juncture of the game his neigh-
bor, Squire Brown, came upon the scone
and seeing the condition of affairs,
yelled in stentorian tones, "I command
the peace." "Peace, h--1 and damna-
tion," responded Squire Jones, "git an
are handle and go to fighting and let us
make peace." And so they did.;
--
As conclusive evidenee that man is
wonderfully and fearfully made, draw
near to a punting candidate, and you
can hear the political bap, surging
through his atiatomy, resembling the
noise of a muffled drum, it maybe his
longing soul beating the "long roll,"
summoning his force of energies to do
battle in the coming conflict, or it may-
be a requiem over blasted hopes, at any
rate, he is filled with strange noise, and
woe to the nom who gets between him
and the "pill table."—HawesvillePlain-
dealer.
A bit of advince to the Republican
boys is offered by the Register: Don't
start out for a cabinet position expect-
ing to get a four-dollar-a-day ganger-
ship. The gaugers are under the civil
service law now, and it may take a Re-
publican collector some time Jae learn
how to get arouud it, and sti'll be
hungry before you finally get the job.
You had better stick to plowing.
The Bowling Green Journal says Thu
colored brother, so far, "ain't been
mentioned yit fer nothin'," and in all
probability he wont be mentioned, un-
less it be for some place that no white
man wants. '-The negro we have with
us always, let's hold the white man,"
is the motto of the G. 0. P.
Benjamin Harrison is right in telling
the farmers to complain at a mark and
not into the air. But when he gays "if
there are trusts let us know it," it ap-
pears that he muet have failed to hear
of the lot) trusts woith a Milieu and
half.
_
The anneber of railway employes kill-
ed during the year endingJune 80, 1896,
was 1,811, ard the number injured 25,-
696, being a decrease of 12 in the num-
ber of employes killed and an increase
of 2,274 in the number iujured. From
the above statement it appear that dur-
ing the year covered by this report one
employe was killed for each 438 em-
ployes, and one was injured for each
31 men employed in the railway ser-
vice.
From statistics compiled up to
Munitall, the .emineut statisticean,
makes a deduction that is quite a testi-
monial to the superiority of the Ameri-
can farmer. Re writes:
-The ratio,of energy falling to each
American is more titan what two
Frenchmen or Germans have at their
disposal.
"An ordinary farm-hand in the United
States raises as much grain as three in
England, four in France, five in Ger-
many, or sin in Austria, which show
what an enormous waste of labor oc-
curs in Earope, because farmers are not
-possessed of the same mechanical appli-
ances as in the United States."
Stands at the Head.
WELLAENOWN MEN INDICTED.
A Sensation Sprung By the Warren
County Grand Jury.
A sensation was created at Bowling
Green when the grand jury returned
indictments against five parties for vio-
lation of the election laws.
The indicted ones are Ed Smallhonse
son of the Park City banker; 'Squire G.
E. Speck and son Louis, John Sanders
and Al Berry. Sinallhouse and Sanders
are sound money, men and the rest Re-
publicans, 'Squire Speck being a former
tnember of the Legislature aud at pres-
ent a memb er of the Warren Fiscal
Court. The indictments charge them.
on election day and the day befortswith
offering motley to voters to remain away
from the polls.
All of the men indicted are well-
known in Hopkineville. Mr. Small-
house is Secretary of the Hopkinsville
Water Company,
More Curative Power
Is contained in a bottle of Hood's Sar-
&manila than in auy other similar pre-
paration. It costs the proprietor and
manufacturer more. It costa the job-
ber more and it is worth more to the
consumer. It has a record of cures me
known to any other preparation. It is
the best to buy because it I. the One
True Blood Purifier.
Hood's Pills are the best family cath-
artic and liver medicine, Gentle, relia-
ble, sure.
'96 Taxes • Last Chance.
A penalty of 6 per ceht, will be added
to unpaid taxes on December 1st, 1e96.
I am compelled to settle with the State
January 1st, 1897, and unless taxes are
paid promptly. I will add penalty and
collect by levy at once,
Mc el. DAVIS,
Nov. 5, 1896. S. C. C.
An Im portant WE -retire.
To make it apparent to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they art-
not afflicted with any disear, but that
the system simply needs gleansing, is to
bring comfort home to tlreir hearts, as a
costive condition is easily cured by us
ing Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Company only,
and sold by all 
druggists.- - 




Capt. Henry Dead—Cabinet Places—Other
News of interest.
MOONSHINERS RAIDED.
[ SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pennington Gap, Va.. Nov. 23.—
There was a lively fight between officers
and moonshiners here yesterday.
Thirteen stile were destroyed and
twenty moonshiners captured.
The United States Deputy Marshalls,
who were eleven in number, had to
fight at a great disadvantage, owing to
the fact that they were unfamiliar with
the country and were smaller in num-
ber than the illegal whisky makers.
Aug. Bogen leading druggist of
Shreveport, La., says: King's
New Discovery is the only thing that
cures my cough, and it is the best seller
I have.' J. F. Campbell, merchant of
hausted foaling prevails, when the liver Bradley's friends until he got the nomi- more freshness and life. Restore the
 Safford, Ariz., writes: "Dr. King's
There's a lie out somewhere, and it is
eafe to say that the Major didn't tell it.
Banff ivy, the New ERA published an
a mrticle from the Owensboro Messenger,
which rtated that Maj. Crunibaugh and
E T. Frauks had entered into a com-
pact sets rid months ago. By the ternis
of this agreenteet, Maj. Crumbaugh was
to leap the Owensboro man to carry
Christian county over Sebree in the race
f&• the Cengrees;onal nomination, and
Franks was not to apply for the Collec-
torship in the event of McKinley's elec-
tion.
Franks, as soon as the publication Was
made, vigorously denied that any such
bargain had been made. To a Messen-
ger. reporter he made the following
tateineta:
"I do not know that I will have any
influence with the incoming adruinis•
tration, but there is one thing I do
know, and that is, that no one has my
indorsement for the collectorship at Ow-
ensboro.
"I have no combination with Maj.
Crumbangh, or any oneelse, by which
I would, or would not, be an applicant
for the Owensboro collectorship, and
Mt re is no such contract in existence,
now, nor ever has been, notwithstand-
ing the teport in the Messenger to the
contrary. and I do not believe that Mai
Crumbaugh has said at any time, or to
anyone, that he had e written contract
or any other kind of a contract, from
me.
"I am a good friend of Maj. Crum-
haugh, and he is a friend of mine. I
did not have to make a I ontract with
any one to carry Christian county ig
the convention of last spring. The peo-
ple were for me, and they ehowed their
loyalty by rolling up the largest ma•
jority the county lever gave any one.
Mr. Sebree does not want the collector-
ship unless his mind has undergone a
change recently, but-when the time
comes he will-ask for something else,
kind when he does I will be for him."
Now comes Major Crumbatigh's side
of the story. He state* in very definite
terms that he and Mr. Franks had gone
into the agreene nt as published. Lie
has written the following statement re-
garding the matter:
"I have seen the Messenger of to-day
and the article is substatit ally correct,
except the agreement with Mr. Franks
was not made in writing, but in the pre-
sence of witnesses.
"I was a candidate for delegate and
a prospective candidate for collector.
Mr. Franks was a candidate for con-
gress, aid his race turned on Christian
county's vote. At the request of his
friends I conferred with Mr. Franks.
We had an agreement by which I was
to help him in his race and he agreed
not to be a candidate for collector, but
to endorse and support me for that posi-
tion. This was the presence of W. T.
Fowler, Republican county chairman
and W. T. Williamson, county jailer,
was afterwards told-of it by Mr. Franks.
I carried out my part of the agreement
and delivered him the thirty-six votes
of Christiau county and secured his
uomititition for bim.
-Chairman Fowler and Jailer Wil-
liamson itand ready to make affidavit
to the pledge given by Mr. Franks. I
cannot believe that he has any idea of
entering the race or withdrawing his
msupport from me."
A prominent . Republican was shown
Recording to the Owensboro Messenger
Franks' diniaL Ho said:
'Manifestly there is a lie out some-
where. Either Franks has lied or
Crumbaugh has lied, and I don't believe
It is Orninbaugh. The Major had beet
not be so sure of Franks' support. He
should remember how Franks, after
posingBradley men and using
South Christame—no matt, r what
State one may havo come from, -nor
what country one may have traversed
since,-one can not even pass through
this part of Christian county without
Iseng impressed with the natural beau-
ty and lovliness of the country. Beauti-
fully undulating, but Ho where rough
or uneven, it presents everywhere a
broad expanse of field and plain, re-
lieved here and there by clumps of for-
est trees. They furuish protection from
the heat of suunuer and cold blast of
winter, besides being adapted to all the
uses of the farm.
While great losses et-cautioned in
many countries by floods are entirely
unknown here, the country possesses
the most perfect system of drainage in
the world b) means of its underground
streams. Taking it all in all it would be
difficult to fiud a country better adapted
to fanning, or more suitable for com-
fortable-and happy homes.
Furming is all done on a large scale—
a large system of waste. The ordinary
farmer will not think of giving his time
and attention to anything outside the
three staple crops—wheat, corn and to-
bacco. The tobacco yields him a very
small profit since he does little of the
work himself, especially in the cultiva-
tion of the crop. The core is largely
used in feeding his mules and horses
which he must necessarily keep in large
numbers. A part is used in fattening
hogs while th • remainder is sold • at a
very low price. His corn fed cattle?
Why he never thinks of such a meal.
He can't be raised and sold in one year.
Timothy and I Inelerass? Well, the soil
is not imitable! So with three crops he
tries to live, move and have his being.
The result is that many of the best far-
mers ssareely pay expenses while they
have denied themselvee of so many of
the little things which after all contrib-
ute most to his happiness. This cannot
all be attributed to bad government fi-
nance—much of it is almost indepen-
dent of good finance..
The point I wish to *impress is that
everything under the present system
depends upon three staple crops.
Year after year three crops are
taken away, but nothing is returned to
the soil, which must gradually yield a
loss return until it shall eventually be-
come too poor to produce anything but
sassafras.
Farmers must quit the present system.
More land must be put into grass, and
less cultivated. This will require less
labor while u better grade of crepe can
be produced. The corn that was sold
at a sacrifice can be fed to cattle and
hogs for the market. In short instead
of selling everythiug that is raised and
of buying everything out of these three
crops. Why, it is a custom of the coun-
try for the farmers to buy their bread.
Sell wheat at forty cents and buy it
back at eight cents! And this is only
one case in many. He don't think of
sending anything to market 1088 than a
load of grain or a hogshead of tobacco
and when he goes to town instead of
taking a market wagon fall of produce
he always goes in his carriage. "De-
spise not thelday of small things." Pre-
pare to live at home. More of human
happiness depends upon the home that
one lives in -more than the government
one lives under. How few of our farms
have comfortable buildings for the live
stock on them. How much attention is
paid to fruit culture by our farmers? It
is doubtless expressing a hard fact mild-
ly to say that there is not a first-clas,s
fruit orchard in this part of the oonutry.
Mealy farmers plant fruit trees but
there the culture ceases. The ground is
not cultivated and the trees are seldom
pruned. The orchard is more often pas
tuned, while the same neglect, I believe,
is shown toward small fruits.
Experience has plainly shown that a
reform is needed. There never was a
more propitious time to begin than the
present. Let every farm have upon it
is torpid and sluggish and the need of a i nation for conarriete, had the face to rise oathard, the meadow and the garden.
Untie and alterative is felt. A prompt
use of this ntedicine has often averted 
i M the convention that had just Home Dirersify the life of thesfarm. More
iong and perhaps fatal bilious fevers.. netted him a
nd go to work for McKinley cattle and fewer mules; more sheen and
No medicine will net more surely in *seine& Bradley. A man no treacher- fewer hogs, if need be; more chickens
ounteracting and freeing the system ous as this would betray anybody, and and fewer curs; more flowers and fewer
front the malarial poison. Headache, i e hen President McKinley is elected, weeds.
indigestion, constipation, dizziness yield -
to Electric Bitters. 50c and $1.0. per and F
ranks bothers any of the departs- Anel for a rest turn from polities to




' New Discovery is all that is claimed or
it; it never fails, and is a sure cure for
consumption, coughs and colds. I can-
not say enough for its merits." Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption,
coughs and colds is not an experiment.
It has been tried for a quarter of a cen-
tury, and to-day stands at the head. It
never disappoints. Free trial bottles at
R. C. Hardwick's drug store.
STILL DESI`ROYING TOLL GATES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Versailles, Ky., Nov. 23.—The free
t arn pikers are .still getting in their work.
Yesterday two more toll gates were
destroyed in Woodford county.
Night before last raiders; destroyed
five gates after midnight in the South. 
partof this county. At the gate on the
Versailles and Troy pike Allen W. Jelf,
the gatekeeper, was called out of his
house and made to furnish the ax with
which his gate was destroyed. He was
threatened with death if he restored the
poll. Great excitement was caused by
the receipt of threatening anonymous
letters by the officers of the turnpikes
whose gates were cut down. All the
turnpike companies are charging toll
except one.
It is believed that several sensational
arrests will be made to-day.
• --s.&••'.••-•A"..-44-1 - - +.1tAMia$4••-idafei-it&i"'
WILL CERTAINLY CONTEST.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 21.—The silver.
des are arranging to file contests against
eleven of the electors on the Republican
ticket.
Secretary Richardson says that there
are overwhelming evidences of fraud to
be brought before the State Canvassing
Board. t'
Every effort will be made to have the
contest tried in the Fiatieral Court.
Secretary of State' Finley last night
received the election returns from the
missing preottlets in Graves county in
the race for Appellate Judge, .0eanplete
returns from the entire State are now-
in posses ion of the Secretary. and the
canvass will probably begin to-day if
Gov. Bradley is well enough to attend
to his official duties.
LIED SUDDENLY
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Izel Green, Ky., Nov. 23.—Capt.
Henry, for several years Clerk ef the
court of appeals, died here this morning
after a short innate. His home was in
Mt. Sterling.
MORE GUESSES.
[strEcisL TO NEW ESA]
New York, N. Y., Nov. 23.—The poi.-
ticians here who stand close to Major
McKinley say that General Harrison is
slated for Secretory of State. That he
can have the place if he wishes it is
generally conceded, but it is hardly pro-
bable that he would accept the portfolio
as he cherishes a desire, it is said, to
make the race for the Presidency in
1900.
John Sherman is the betting favorite
for Secretary of the Treasary.
A MILLING COMPANY





A new men-haul milling company
will be formed here in the inamodiate
future. A large mill conveniently lo-
cated, will be erected. The projectors
of the enterprise are Messrs. Henry C.
Gant J. E. McPherson and R. H. De-
Treville. They are gentleme: n of means
and business acumen. A stock com-
pany will be formed at once and officers
elected. Nothing definite can be told
now concerning the capital stock of the
company, the capacity of the mill or its
location.
That work on the proposed building
will be commenced within the next six•
ty days is a certainty. There is no doubt
that the enterprise will prove profitable.
The big STICCRS8 enjoyed by the Cres-
cent Milling Company, which him never
failed to pay a dividend, proves this.
Mr. DeTreville, who resigned his po-
sition as cashier of the Bank of Hop-
kinsville to go into the venture, brings
fourteen years of active experience into
the company.
AN ATTEMPTED ROBBERY.
Burglars, Who Were Not on to Their
Job, Attempted to Crack a Safe.
Unknown parties Saturday Mato at-
tempted to burglarize the safe in the of-
fice of G. W. Gooch, the coal dealer, on
the corner of Water and Eighth streets.
The knob on the door of the safe was
wrenched off and powder placed in the
lock. The explosion failed to blow the
door from the hinges. An .effort was
made to dig the combination out of the
door. The combination was broken and
twisted to one side. The cracksmee did
no other damage to the safe and took
nothing from the room. It is supposed
the men were frightened away by some
one paesieg.
The safe was so wrecked that an ex-
pert mechanic had to be called in to
open it.
BISHOP THOMAS DUDLEY'S VISIT.
The Rite of Confirmation Administered
to Seven Persons.
Bishop Thomas- U. Dudley preached
at the Episcopal church Sunday morn-
ing and night. During the afternoon
he preached at the colored chapel.
He was greeted at all his sermoes by
large congregations. He is recognized
as one of the ablest and most eloquent
men in the pulpit. His visits to Hop-
kinsville are. eagerly waited for by his
host of friends and the community at
large as well.
Sunday morning he confirmed a
class of six penione The service was
beautiful and impressive. Those in the
class were Mrs. T. W. Moore. Mrs.
Arinijohn and daughter, Misses Betsy
Dudley Blakemore, Lizzie and Pattie
Mercer. This morning the Bishop and
Rev. Carter, rector of the Grace church.
confirmed Miss Willie Radford who
was prevented by illness from being
present at the church.
THE FINANCIAL FEATURE.
[seacieL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., Nov. 28.—The fi-
nancial feature of President Cleveland's
message has been completed, it is sae'.
It will urge iumwdiate remedial legis-
lation.
WILL ASK FOR THE P.OXITOPFICM.
Col. Al Clark Announces 'That he Will
be an Applicant.
Geo. L, Allen, Clear Springs, Ky,
writes that he is confident Sutherland's
Eagle Eye Salve saved his eyes from go-
ing out. it is the greatest remedy on
earth for any and all kind of sore eyes,
granulated lids, etc.
Sold be R. C. Hardwick.
EDITOR NEW ERA :—
DEAR SIR—I wish to say through the
NEW ERA that I shall, at the proper
time, ink the .incoming Administration
for the Hopkinsville postoffice.
I make this announcement because I
regard that perfect. fairness to others,
who may have a like purpose, requires
me to give my intention as much pub-
licity as though I was a candidate for
an election offices
Furthermore, as I shall have to rely
largely upon the indorsement of my
friends, I wish them to have such no-
tice of my purpose 1NP that they may not
be misled into giving their indorsement
and support to some other applicant
Respectfully,
Nov. 23, 1896. A. H. CLARE.
AN ORGANIZATION WAS MADE.
University Association Center Formed
and Officers Elected.,
A University Association center was
organized at the meeting held at
Moayou's Hall.
The following officers were elected!,
Prof. A. C. Knykendall, President.
Mr. W. T. Fowler, Vice-President.
Mills Ellen Yoang, Secretary and.
Treasurer.
*. L. McCartney, Instructor.
A very clumsy road to Mr. Hanna's
favor is that adopted by office-seekers
who express a desire to see him in the
Cabinet.
The tariff ringsters who are plotting
a Chinese tariff wall for their own pri-
vate and personal benefit do not realize
what has happened in the last few
mouths. The Republican leaders have
learned a few lessons about the perils of
lying to the people. The issue of a high
protective tariff is a dangerous one to
force when every industry is reviving
under the tariff we have. In the future
there is to be lees talk about prosperity
by legislation and more talk about pros-
perity by letting the people alone and
refraining from dosing them with legis-
lative quackeries.
The employees of "Uncle Sam" in the
revenue sex vice. who are familiar with
the manner in which affairs are Maid.
pulated by Republicans when in charge
will take cold comfort from the follow-
ing from the Lexington Argonaut. The
government storekeepers and -Rangers,
working under Mr. Shelby and appoint-
ed under a Democralac administration,
are not a practice alarmed over the elec-
tion of Major McKinley. The civil ser-
vice rule which went into effect a little
over a year ago embraces storekeepers
and gaugers, and it is no binding that a
is almost Linipossible to remove a man
except by resignation. Under the civil
service an office holder can take part iii
any election, and for whom he Moos's,
and can not be remaval. %Vasa a
charge is preferred the. aceu_sed is given
a hearing and the persou in eking

















iii. L NV ER A. A HOU:1- DIVIDED.
The dispute between the narrow-
gauge and the middle-of-the-road Pro-
hibitionists, previously hermonious, at
the National Prohibition Convention in
Pittsburg in May marked the, begining
of the break-up of the Prohibition party
Iii the United,Sistee, and the ritunia
from the recent election, at they eonte
in, show the tint rerioni break in the
hibition movement since it was start-
ed in 1b72. The prohibtfioutats pat up
a ticket in that year with a Penusylva-
nia man at the head of it, and polled for
it 5,000 votes. In 11:176 they ran Green
Clay Smith, of Kentucky; and got 9,500
votes for him. In 1e80 they nominated
'the Father of Prohibition," Neal Dow,
of Maine, and got 10,906 vciees for him-
a small but continuous increase in each
suecessive election. In 1884 the Prohi-
bition candidate was St. John, of Kan-
sas, who received 150,000 votes. In 1888
Fisk, of New Jersey, received 249,000
votes, and in iiiird Gen. Bidwell, of
California, obtained 264,000 totes. That
was the high-water mark of Prohibition
staength in the United Stake. Since
then the party has been on the down-
grade, and the diffienity in the Pitts-
burg reinvention has accelerated the
break-up. In Ohio this year the Prolii•
billion vote fell from 26,0t6 in 11492 to
; in Maine from 9,062 te 997; in
New Jersey from 8,131 to 5,541; in Indi-
ana from i,Mo to 3,0e6; in New Hamp-
shire from 1,297 to 630, and in Pennsyl-
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November • 27, 1896.
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A!i ativerti‘elnents inserted without spec-
in thus will be charged for until ordered
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COURT AIRECTORY.
CiecerrComet-FirstMonday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QUARTERLY COMO-Second Mondays
in January, April, July and October.
l'i'c.u.Covnv-First Tuesday in April
anti October.
CON tv COURT-FirsPhfouday in every
mouth.
The Railway Age, which has returns
from over 200 railroads for the first
WtvirS of November, admits that busi-
ness is hot what it should be, but it nags
-its reports indicate an early improve-
ment in business. This, it anticipates.
will begin in JitlitLiry.
- - - -
Two State- N York and Pennsyl-
vsuia-gave ..e.Kiuley and Hobart a
rlurelity in excess of 230,000; three gave
the Republican ticket a plurality of 100,-
0W-Massachusetts, Illinois and Wis-
misin. Bryan carried two States-Ool-
credo and Texas-by more than 100,000.
The vital statistics of London are the
authority for the statement that on an
average the life of a Jew in that city is
ta•ice that of a Gentile. Dr. Richard-
son says that the Jews of that city are
exceptionally free from disease, and
• Virehow lays that the race 'has at all
times been distinguished by great te-
nacity of life. Consumption is scarcely
kuown among the Jews and suicide is
three-fourths less frequent among them
than it is among the Gentiles."
Harmony candidates for Governor
are Lobbing up in all directions. On
this line the Bowling Advocate says:
If lion. I. H. Goodnight's health will
permit him, and he is much stronger
physically than several months ago, he
would make a candidate for Governor
that would forever destroy the possibil-
ity ozif Republican success in Kentucky.
Mr. Goodnight could harrsonize all fac-
tions of the party and accomplish a vic-
tory that would restore the glory of
Kentucky Democracy."
According- to the official figures there
were employed under the Treasury De-
pirtment in all branches and all posi-
tions 767 Kentuckians in the last admin-
istration when Mr. Foster counted out
the coin. Secretary Carlisle has =m-
etered to put in office 122 more Ksotuck-
Mlls,. masking the total number under
this branch of the Government 890. et
tied number about three-fourths are an-
der the internal revenue, and the ma-
jority of the remaiuiug are situated in
the Trezesury Department at Washing-
ten, the re -t scattered broadcast from
Ceilifornia to Maine.
There has bee& a great deal of talk
since the election about the "Dingle,*
bill, but very likely few persons know
just what the Ingly/ bill is. It is a
measure intended to empire August 1st,
189e. Its main otrjeet is to raise about
$40,000,000 of the national revenue. It
takes wool from the free list and tax
as much as did the Mc-
Kialey bill. It puts a like compensa-
tory tax on woolen goods. It does like-
wise to lumber. It adds 13 per cent. to
the McKinley rates, the present rates in
&chorales A to N, including chemicals,
earth u ware, glees, manufactures and
wood and metals, tobacco, agricultural
products, wines, spirits, cotton goods,
flex. hemp and jute, silks, pulp, books
and saadries.
Vromitient politicians age visiting
Gov. Betel,* flatly with reference to
• enli_ng an extra session of the legiala-
tura. The State affairs need legislation,
but there is a division of opinion as to
sha effort of an extra session on the
enatorship. If no extra session ia held
Goveruor Bradley will appoint a suc-
• r,,saor to Senator Blackburn on March 4
to serve till the next legislature is elect-
ed. As the Governor is prominently
mentioned-for the senatorship himself
the situation is an embarrassing one to
him There are a half dozen other
prominent Republiean candidates and
Senator Blackburn will continue to
light to the last, while the friends of
Secretary Carlisle are watching the sit-
uation. It is the general opinion that
there will be an extra et--union and that
there will le another senatorial fight
trig winter.
The first round between the McKin-
ley and anti- c :ey Republicans has
- been fougliteand tel. MeKinleyites have
won, tali the victory isn't substantial
easough to crow over. As quick am it
wits kaisers that the Republican* hail
OW • Natietiel oltiett011 ott4b moo as
liesaater Sherman and Speaker Reed be.
gait to aiiinoutica the necessity for push.
fog Ulu Dingley hill or RUMS einillar
exenue measure through the Senate at
the short semen], if it could possibly be
(10110. That ceused a lining up of Re-
publicans for and against the phial '7
bill and the content was getting lively
when the word tse.ui passed that McKin-
ley would not have the Dingley bill put
through. That ended the row. The
Dingley bill is dead and the anti-Mc-
Kinley Republicans are temporarily
licked, but they will have their inning
later on and will do their part towards
showieg the country how badly divided
the Republithin party is, even on the
tariff qu,stion, and th.e financial divis-
ion wii, ;ye be oecrlooked either. The
.fifty. itei Oongress promisee to be one
of tn.. liveliest seen for years, and al-
though the Detnocrate therein will not
be numerous enough to accomplish
ninch by voting as a party, there is no
guessing what they may do by holding
the balance of power between the Re-
pnbliran factions in the Senate.
There is more Catarrh in this section
of the country than all other esesees
put together, and until the IA few
years vets supposed to be in. e
For a.t re it many years done',
it a local disease, and preecnb-
:ocai remedies, and by constantly
Ii '-lure' with local treatment,
protiout“,,i it incurable Science has
proven catarrh to be a constitutional
disease, anti therefore requires constitu-
tional treatment. liall's Catarrh Cure,
mannfereured by F. J. Cheney & Co.,
id. ,0, is the only constitutional
car, ,01a lo.irket. It is taken inter-
Daily fr., ii III drops to a tea-
-., ,e • .oe ,er,ctly on the blood
of the system.
:.1r-,1 dollar, for any
Send for circulars
.5 I tress,
, r 1c Co., Toledo, 0.
i. 7!)c,
Pill' are Otte beet.
IN VENTUCICY.
Political tires still barn brighter in
Krtisucky. Though these are no gala
days, no vast outpouring of the people,
no speeches grander, grerter and more
powerful than ever before delivered,
there are movements which if carried
out will show up the inside histories of
the campaigns made by both parties end
Kentucky politicises are anxious for
the frier.
Only a few hundred votes mark the
diffea encee between the Republican and
Democratic Predidential electors, and
the Democratic Committee believes it
has found irregularities, not to say di-
rect frauds, sufficient to base a well-
founded contest upon in the cases of
twelve Democratic electors and that an
investigation will show that instead of
twelve Republican electors haying been
elected, only one was legally chosen.
While in nearly all the States the
idential election is over, in Ken-
tucky it appeals to be really just be-
ginning.-Nashville American.
Ex-Senator Walsh, of Georgia, now
visiting Washington, retains the editor-
al faculty of stating the situation in a
nutshell. He said: "It is to be sincere-
ly hoped that prosperity will come to
the countay through the incoming ad-
ministration. Every patriot hopes for
that. The Republicans will have the
responsibility, and If their methods and
policies are for the general good, to
them will belong the credit. But if
they fail to carry out the promises they
have made, that if entreated with pow-
er, great benefit would accrue to the
country, then the democracy will meet
them at Phillippi. A man who reckons
that the Democratic party is dead is
making a serious mistake. If I am not
greatly mistaken it will be very much
alive in 1900."
Chief Ford, of the Treasury Bureau
of Statistics, agrees with Senator Gor-
man both in the belief that the Dingley
tariff bill would do the Treasury no
good and that the best way out of pre-
sent difficulties would be to put a duty
on coffee and tea. He said : "If Con-
gr+11$ !,./. • -Is to peas a purely revenue
session it will be easy enough
to get up one that would stop the defi-
cit. A tax of 40% on coffee and tea and
a dollar a barrel additional on beer
would do it to a nicety, by adding about
$75,000,000 a year to our revenue."
Mr. Cecil Rhodes is peeking through
Certain well-known members of the
Irish party to be elected a member of
parliament. If he obtains a seat, he
will appear as an anti-Parnellite and
supporter of Mr. Dillon. There are
this. azno7-it th.., party who inspect that
- , • noonatity and immense
--a‘th would make him a dictator like
Yarnell If his money flowed freely he
would have a hearty weleome all roma&
-New York Sun.
In the last fctrty days twenty-six
banks in Eastern and Southern Nebras-
ka have been burglarized, with losses
amounting to more than $30,000. Offi-
cers representing different detective
agencies, secret service men of the
United States and railroad detectives
have all been trying to locate the band
of safe breakers, and four suspects are'
in jail at Brainerd, Neb.
A St. Louis local powder firm, which
makes the manufacture and sale of dy-
namite a specialty, received a wire mes-
sage trim its agent in New Orleans ask-
ing for prices on dynamite. The request
WWI for the price on ten tons. The New
Orleans agent intimated that the dy-
namite was wanted in New Orleans for
shipment to;Cnba as quic.klreis possible.
Peru has sent an agent to England
who will negotiate for the supply of ar-
tilery batteries and machine guns and
the latest improvements in small arms.
Birmingham and the Elawick factories
are concerned in coming contract., and
it is understood that Peru has the
money to pay for the supplies.
Russia will take a general census of
the empire on February 9, next. The
enumeration will begin two or three
weeks earlier in the more remote dis-
tricts of Sibenia and central Asia.
---
The report that Gen. Weyler is to be
superseded by Gen. Pando as captain
general of Cuba is pronounced upon
semi-official authority to be without
foundation.
New York will be the only large city
of the United State' represented in the
east Congress by is many silverttes as
gow,.14414,i4r .
All three titatein which the women
esaa_s !strange e Wee i I rug laid Utah-
were ••,, di by I --
Gladness Comes
eAyi,th a better understanding of the
• tPansient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish brgore proper of-
iorte-gentle efforts-ptasant e fforta -
rightly directed. There is comfort iii
tile knowledge, that so many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
Mom of the rester& which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of rigs, prompt-
ly ream:Ives. 'that is why it is the only
renidUy with thillions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. It. beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get ita bene-
ficial effeets, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggiste.
If in the enpyment of geed health.
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actiial disease, one
may be cammendoil to the must skill:el
ph,vsleiame but if In need of a laxative
one should have true best, sod with the
well-informed everywhere, syrup ot
Figs stands highest anti is mo=t liy.
Masi and gives most oeueret sat
BURNING QUESTION.
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SEVERAL KILLINOS. WARM FROM THEWIRE
Ara Feland te Apply-Two Fusion Tickets_ Important Teeseasit ROCOIY041 By the New Important Happenings of the Country Told in
Canvassing Board Era this Afternoon. Brief Telegrams.
The 'burning question of the hour
down in the Pennyrile is not "How
many golden eagles have left their caves
of retreat to seek protection in the
trade?" nor is it,"What willOongress do
at the coming session?" any more than
it is, -Will Hunter,DeBoe, Boyle, Brad-
ley or some sound money Democrat be
elected Senator?" but it is, "Will
Feanks or Crumbaugh be appointed
Collector in the Second district?" writes
John W. Harris.
Many stories have recently been
printed of impending war between the
two men whose name, have been most
prominently mentioned In. connection
with the Collectorship.
The Evening Post has been able to
turns side light on this tempest in a
teapot, and the investigation proves
that there is little foundation for the
reported rupture between the two Re-
publican leaders, Franks and °sum-
baugh. True 'tie that Major Crumbaugh
has said that Franks promised to sup-
port him for the Collectorship, and
equally true it is that Franks denies
this, but the two old cronies are still
good friends, anti there are men who
believe that the alleged falling out is
only another of their tricks to fool the
unwary seeker after spoils. Franks,
who is usually most at home when he is
bloviating at a rate that would make a
sideshow leettuer green with envy,
closet; °up like a clam when questioned
about the Cruutbaugh incident. All he
would say to the Evening Post was that
he had told Major Crumbaugh during
his canvass for the Republican Con-
gressional nomination just this: "I am
not a candidate for the Collectorship
now, Major Crumbaugh, but I am a
candidate for Congress." This Franks
declares is all there is to the story.
While Major Crumbaugh's statement
differs from this in that he insists that
Franke pledged him his support for the
Collectorship at the proper time, it i's
more than probable that the two
brethren will kiss and make up before
their snickerseee are drawn for battle.
If standing near to the power behind
the throne counts for anything in the
plum-picking that is mon to begin,
Franks will be the next Collector, for he
certainly has the ear of that mighty
monarch of the patronage plate-your
Uncle Mark • Hanna-although Franks
imself says he has not heard anything
from Hanna, has not asked for anything,
"don't know nothing and can't tell
nothing."
The Democratic and Populist commit-
tees of Webster county met at Dijon
yesterday, and a complete fusion was
agreed upon. The Democrats gave the
Populists the following offices: County
court clerk, sheriff, rat reeentative and
surveyor. The primary election was
called for the fourth Saturday in March
The fusion ia not at all satisfactery to
the Democrats en account of the county
court clerk's office. The incumbent is
J. T. Skinner, who.' is filling his first
term, and two-thirds of the people. Re-
publicans and Democrats of all kinds,
wish to indorse him. Otherwise the
usion would have met with the sanc-
tion of both partite. It is not likely
that the fusion will stick unless Mr.
Skinner and his friends are satisfied.
-0-
The Elopkinsville Republicans in num
ben would like to have the postoffice
there. An applicant, so the meddle-
some tipster tells me, who will stand
some show is Mrs. John Feland, Jr.., a
very lovable woman, but the menfolk
think they ought to have the place.-
J. W. Harris, in the Louisville Post,
-o-
Judge White will MIN his meat on the
Appellate bench in succession to Judge
Landes, as soon as his certificate of elec-
tion is Issued. Judge Landes was fill-
ing an unexpired term and was appoint-
ed to serve until his successor was elect-
ed rn.d qualified. Judge Landes made a
very creditable member of our highest
court, although we are glad to see him
step down and go out to give room for •
good Democrat. -Madisonville Hustler.
-o-
The county committees of the Demo-
crats and Populiets held separate meet-
ings and it was the sense and sentiment
of both meetings that the two parties
would put a fusion ticket in the field in
Henderson county in the next Novem•
ber election. As is well known, all the
county offices will have to be filled next
year. In this recommendation, for the
committees of either party do not arro-
gate to themselves the right to dictate
how the people should vote, the offices
are distributed as fellows: The Popu-
lism will get the offices of sheriff, asses-
sor, representative, county school super-'
intendent and coroner, and agree to
support the Democratic nominee for cir-
cuit judge and conirhouwealth's attor-
ney. The Democrats wit. get the offices
of county judge, circuit and county
clerks, jailer, surveyor and county at-
torney.
The lawyers of the State will ask Gov.
Bradley to include among the matters
to be considered at the extra session of
the Legislature the question of relief
for the °cart of Appeals. The court is
two years behind with its docket, and
with little melees of ratehleg t'p un-
less some measure Is adopted for its re--
lief.
All the members of the State Canvass.
lug Board are at Frankfort. This board
will act Friday. Datil it does no con-
test or appeal to the State Contest Board
ran be ordered. Those whe have a
right to be present at Friday's meting
have been notified. Hon. Evan E.
Settle was a visitor at the office of the
Secretary of State yesterday. He thank-
ed the Secretary fOr the prixilege of
hating a representative present during
the official count, but said he knew of
no necessity for taking advantage of
this privilege.
ANONYMOUS LETTERS.
I immix TO EMS ERA]
Versailes, Ky., Nov. 25.-Two anony-
mous letters have been sent to the coun-
ty judge of Woodford county, warning
him net to put any of the toll-gate re-
gulators in jail. Two farmers who met
the raiders on Wednesday night have
received letters warning them that i
any arrests are made they will be lynch-
ed. No arrests have been made yet,
t the people of Woodford county are
more tban ever determined to bring the
marauders to justice.
Almost every man in America has
some digestive trouble. When men
meet, the greeting *natively is, "Well,
how are you?" That develops health
talk. The man who has no stomach or
rowel trouble is almost a curiosity.
Trouble is men take no care of them-
'it-lye.. They eat as though they had
eeppes stomachs and bowels of brass.
By and by, overworked nature rebels.
Then come headaches, nervousness, bad
blood, liver and kidney troubles. Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets furnish help
forconetipatien and torpid liver, sick
Ind bilione headache, dizziness, sour
'stomach, toes of appetite, indigestion, or
,lyripepsia, windy belching, "heartburn"
pain and distress after eating, awl kin.
dred derangements of the liver, stom-
ach and bowels. A.00ept no subetiSte.
KILLED HIS BROTHER-IN-LAW.
[SPECIAL TO NEW IRA]
Inez, Ky., Nov. 24.-A terrible trage-
dy occurred in this county last night.
Albert Damson, a well-to-do farmer,
came home intoxicated, and he began to
abuse his wife. John Easee, the wife's
brother, interfered and a tight followed.
Both men drew pistols and began to
are at short range. Damson fell dead,
shot through the heart. Kamm, was
slightly wounded.
FOUGHT *.FFII OFFICERS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA1
Lebauan, Id., Nov. e4.-The Miller
gang, a crowd of notorious outlaws, had
a fight with policemen in this city late
last night. Two dicers and one out-
law were killed, and one member of the
gang was seriously injured.
ANOTHER PIKEVILLE TRAGEDY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pikeville, Ky., Nov. 34.-This morn-
ing Alex Jennings was Murdered by
Tom Yoe& The community te Me&
eicited over the killing.
Voss met Jennings on a public road
road and without warning shot him
down with a shot gun. Jennings died
almost instantly.
It is said that Jennings had slandered
Voss.
CAUSED BY A WOMAN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
West Liberty, Ky., Nov. 24. -In John-
son county, just across the Morgan
county line, Frank Williams was shot
and killed by Frank Pilpsky.
The men bad been friends, but had
quarreled over a woman.
No arrest has been made.
WILL FIGHT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW L'RA]
Washington, Ky., Nov. 24.-It is
given out authentically here to-day that
the silver senators will fight the gold
men on every hand. In order to keep
down financial legislation, the silverites
are in favor of passing tariff measures
BLACKBURN DENIES IT.
[SPECIAL TO WEW 13tA]
Versailles, Ky., Nov. 24.-Senator
Blackburn denies that he has abandon-
ed the senatorial fight or that he will be
a candidate for Governor. He went to
Lexington Saturday to see his daughter,
Mrs. Thomas F. Lane.
He held no political confetence there,
he said.
HORRIBLE MURDER AND SUICIDE
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Tacoma, Wash., Nov. 25.-The news
has reached this city of one of the most
horrible deeds that ever happened in
the State.
A crazy woman, who lived on a
ranch, killed her three children, then
suicided.
Mrs. Swearnier, which was the wo-
man's name, had been acting in a pe-
uliar manner for several weeks. Her
eighbors knew that her mind was un-
sound, but did ,not anticipate that she
would become violent.
This morning she suddenly became a
raving maniac and before anyone could
interfere she murdered her three child-
dreu with a large knife.
Then she plunged the knife into her
own heart. She died almost instantly.
NOT YET HANGED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paducah, Ky., Nov. 25.-The negro,
Jim Stone, who committed the assault
on Mrs. J. M. R. Green, a prominent
young married woman of Mayfield, is
still alive, but it is believed that he will
certainly be lynched unless the officers
of the law succeed in their attempt to
remove him to a place of safety.
He WM secreted last night, but WAN
lodged again in jail this morning.
A big mob from Graves county is
forming and will march into the city
to-night.
An effort will be made to hustle Stone
away to-night, but it is believed that
spies are all over the city and county to
prevent this.
Mrs. Green is the wife of one of the
best known teachers in the Western
part of the State. Her husband was
teaching at Water Valley, eighteen
miles away, and no one was at home
but Mrs. Green and three small chil-
dren. The man entered through a win-
dow, arid the first intimation Mrs Green
had of his nos was when she *am
awakened feeling his angers on her
throat. Rewesented a pistol, and com-
manded her to be silent on penalty of
being shot. He then assaulted her and
escaped before his victim oould ev. the
alarm, which she did as soon as her
strength retarned. Bloodhounds were
brought herd this morning from Fulton,
and the man was easily traced to where
he mounted a horse, and there the trail
was lost. Suspicion pointed strongly to
a negro three miles from town named
4m Stone. Be was arrested, and gave
several conflicting accounts of his
whereabouts,
FATAL PRAIRIE FIRE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Guthrie, 0. K.-A terrible prairie fire
I. raging in the grassy country mouth of
this city.
Already fifteen Indians and two chil-
dren have been burned to death.
Great damage has been done to prop-
erty and many lives are in danger.
LOUISVILLE KILLING
[RPOCIAL TO NEW me]
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 25.-A fearful
tragedy happened in this city to-day.
This morning Edward Kennedy shot
and killed Dave Edwards. The shoot-
ing occurred in Edwards' room. The
weapon used was a pistol.
The killing was the result of an old
grudge-
REACHED EIGHTY-FOUR CENTS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ass]
Chicago, DL, Nov. 25.-The wheat
market, before closing to-day, reached
eighty-four cants.
This rise was caused by reports of a
hear/ European shortaga
THE RECEIPTS.
[gamma& TO asw ERA]
New York, Nov. 26.-H. S. Vanduzer,
of the University Athletic Club, who
handled the financial end of the big
foot ball game at Manhattan field hoot
Saturday between Yale and Princeton,
has made up his statement of receipts
and expenditures, and it was to-day
submitted to the local committee. De-
ducting all expense+ Yale will receive
and Princeton gets erectly
one cent less. The profits of the game
were S28,564 17. The statement shows
resepta of gate, 184.03 ; Programs, V.'
600; total expenditures, se,ses, among
which were $5,000 for grounds.
INDIANA PIONEER DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ILIA]
Columbus, Ind., Nov. 26 -Allen Car-
ter, aged eighty-eight years, and one of
the pioneer settlers here, died to-day of
paralysis. He was a brother of Richard
Carter, who was County Treasurer and
Commissioner for several terms, and
died three years ago as City Treasurer,
aged eighty-eight also. He left two sis-
ters, one aged ninety-three and the oth-
er seventy-eight, who are both unmar-
ried.
ASTQR'5 GIFT.
tseecist„ Ti) 2411W real
New York, Nov. 26.-William Wald-
orf Astor has presented $50,000 to the
Children's Aid Society of New York, to
be used in establishing a school build-
ing as a memorial to his wife, who was
greatly interested in the society's work.
C4ANGE apcommNpFn.
csPueist, vo mew zeal
Washington, D, C., Nov. 26,-The re-
port of the Board of Visitors to the Uni-
ted States Military Academy, just made
public, recommends a change of the law
raising the stand for admission, permit-
ting each Senator to name a cadet an-
nually and suggests specific improve-
ments to wet $150,000.
BLACKBURN AND CUBA.
Isazqai TO 22w mul
Washington, D. C., Nov. 25.-Senator
Joseph Blackburn is in the city.
In conversation this morning with a
reporter, he stated that in his opinion
the United §tates shpuld take immediate
action in the Cuban matter.
The Senator, it is understood, is
heartily in favor of steps being taken at
once to bring about an armistice.
SPAIN LOSES IT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Key West, Fla., Nov. 26 -Passengers
on the steamer City of Washington,
just returned from Cuba, express the
belief that the island is forever lost to
Spain. The latter country, it is said, is
on its beam ends, and will soon be en-
gulfed by the storm LOW prevailing.
Havana is in a state of dread momen-
tarilv fearing an attack by the insur-
gents, and merchants who support the
crown are preparing to leave.
BRYAN BANQUETTED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW zee]
Denver, Col., Nov. 25.-William Jen-
nings Bryan spoke last night at the ban-
quet given in this city. The occasion
was the anniversary of the admirers of
Colorado into the Union. air. Bryan
received ovation after ovation during
the day, The banquet room was crowd
ed with people awaiting the appearance
of the guest of honor. When he ap-
peared he was greeted with generous
applause. The Rev. Myron Reed, toast
aster, made a few remarks and the Hon.
Henry P. Steele, president of the cham-
ber of commeice, Mayor McMur-
pay, for the city and Governor McIn-
tyre for the State, delivered Redresses
of welcome. Governor-elect Adams
made a short speech on the resources of
the new Wes and was followed by
Senator Teller on "The Business Out-
look."
'Congressman Towne, of Minnesota,
delivered an address on the campaign
of 1900 as an opening wedge to the re-
marda of Mr. Bryan, who arose at the
conclusion of Mr. Towne's speech. He
was greeted with applause, after which
he spoke at greet length.
IRILD MANY REMEDIES.1New Goods! New Goods!
Paine's Celery Compound Was the Only T. M
One That Succeeded. Has Them In Endless Varieties.
ck44-_ Just in From the Eastern Markets.
et•
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Paine's celery compound and the be-
wildering number of sarsaparillas and
nervines that its success has brought in-
to existence is that Paine's celery Mae
pound furnishes just the appeopriat
nutriment to the exhausted nerves, and
securely builds up the system against
disease, while the unscientific remedies
maim and add to the derangement of
the organs.
Paine's celery compound not only re-
lieves, but effectively and permanently
cures.
The most permanent and direct cure
for debility, nervous weakness, languor,
end e "rtiii.dpwn" condition, is the
strong, reliable Paine's celery com•
pound. The rasping, irritating effect
of a badly nourished nervous system up-
on all the organs of the body ceases
when this medicine is used.
Paine's celery compound is the most
advanced nerve and brain strengthener
and restorer known to medical science.
The tired, worn-out sufferer who is
not advancing toward) health, is fall-
ing back. There is no standstill in bad
health. One can endure a headache or
a backache once; one can °adore it
twioe, but the repeated sick headache
and the constant pain in the back and
in the region of the heart must be got
rid of. For the permanent and postive
cure of these unhealth states of the
body, as evinced by repeated attacks of
eheionatism, netualgia, aloeplessnees,
or kidney trouble, there is nothing to
essential eifference
i
between be compared for a moment with the
great discovery of Prof. Edward E.
Phelps, U. D., LL. D., of Dartmouth
medical school-Paine's eelery com-
pound.
If you are out of health or despond-
ent because Of repeated trials of other
remedies, take a fresh start. The brac-
t ig weather is in your favor.
Here is the experience-like that of
hundreds of others-of Mrs. Lydia M.
Hayden ef Marion, Ind.
-Before commencing the use of
Paine's celery compound I was treated
by many doctors, and tried many reme-
dies, hot teed not get any better. I
Beerued to be all broken down. I was
tired all the time, an I my constitution
seemed to be giving out. I weighed on-
ly 115 pounds last fall when I commenc-
ed using Paine's celery compound. In
less than two mouths I weighed 124
poundie an unusual weight for me. I
have had better health ever since, and
have felt better this summer than I
have for years.
"My little daughter was away from
home on a visit, and came home looking
es if she bad had a hard sickness. I
went right away and got her a bottle of
Paine's celery compound, and she has
had better health since than she ever
bad in her life, eats hearty and is grow-i
ing fast."
There is no woman, who, in justice
to herself, can fail to take Paine's eel°,
ry compound under similar circum-
stances.
KILLED IN A WRECK.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Nov. 25.-At Brunswick,
New Jersey, there was a railroad wreck
in which lives were knit.
Two of the passengers were killed out-
right and many persons were seriously
hurt.
.The loss to the railroad aggregates
many thousands of dollars.
"L" IN BOSTON.
Isreels1, TO NEW ERA]
Boston, Maas., NOT. 26.-The manage-
ment of the West-end Street Railway
Company, of Boston, has been secured
by Kidder, Peabody & Co. and J. P.
Morgan & Co., and it is said an effort
a ill be made to convert it into an ele-
vated railroad,
TOBACCO BARN BURNED.
[ESPECIAL TO NEW ma]
Versailles, Ky., Nov. 26.- -A large to-
bacco barn on Mrs. Sallie Jesse's farm,
three miles East of here, containing
about 23,000 pounds of tobacco
and a lot of corn, burned last night,
loss is about $3.000.
NINETY YEARS IN PRISON.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Clifton, Tenn., Nov. 26.-The jury in
the case of Samuel Howard has brought
in a verdict of guilty, and he has been
sentenced to ninety years in the peni-
tentiary. Howard committed * crimi-
nal assault on a nine-year-old white
girl in the Southern part ofWayueoonn-
ty last spring. An appeal has been ta-
ken to the Supreme Court.
Cleaning till Repair-Se
By leowniene, "the tailor and cutter."
Suits made from  $lb to $60
Pante made from $ 4 to $15
Remember the secret of getting a fit
in a suit of clothes made to order is to
have a tailor take your measure. I r,dge
street, opp. New En,
FREE
BUTTONS1
AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
with each package of
SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE




The Cloak of Paganin1 Fell on Reinen-
yi'e Shoulders.
The emphatic success, from every
point of view, of Mr. Edward Remenyi's
last American tour imperatively de-
monde his Se-appearance of the coming
season. Whatever may be the claims
of other great violinists of the present
century to commanding positions as ar-
tists, it remains an undisputed fact that
to Mr. iternenyi alone has fallen the
heritage of Paganines erratic and brilli-
ant but masterful musical genius.
The voluminous, uus.mmons and com-
prehensive verdict rendered by the pub.
lie and the most eminent critics of she
entire wotld, warrants the postive as-
sertion that no artist who has appeared
In America daring the peel decide
comes with such a divine right to rule
the musical public as Remenyi, the
Hungarian violinist.
Remenyi and his celebrated concert
company will appear at Holland's opera
live Dec. 8th, under the aturdoeil of
Library Association.
It brings rest, comfort mid
ease to women the whole yesr
round. Sold everywhere. •
BLADE ONLY NY
The N. I. Fairbank Company,
et. Louis.
SYPHILIS •
AYE you tzro is 17,164, YLittesimielp
1110r, Is liesIS 1141. COOED EDT tio., 5 alsosie Teatirie
lolasio, ill., fur proofs ef tan/. .ftiot
1, flte4A100. trorilf SNOW MI Ma la
SI d.., I OR- pees Wools fro*.
Come arc compare Qualmea. Styles AND PRICES an/ be teevlatel Ihat II is is yew liaterissi
10 *he'e you car °Stair strictly reliable orterchandis• at lowest possible pries&
s this line ani3dIjiciFt oolncianFdMDres C00d• Silks, Silk 
Alwate SOMETHING NEW in
Wool Novelty Rough Suiting, Fancy and Staple Dress Goods in black and op
ed. The newfat thing in the maritet in Dress Trimmings.
CAPES and JACKETS. My stock of ()epee and Jackets is
AND WELL ASSORTED and
Prices co Suit All.
Underwear, Hosiery. I have a M A, •feIFICali.N f STOCK of Men's
Ladies awl'!.ildren's Underwear and Hosiery
to select from, and you will also find my line Blankets, Carpets. Ruins Mat-
ting, Oil Cloth and Linoleum and every (.a ne of goods in my store well as-
sorted and sp-sesjesse Be sure you see 1: • and get prioes before buying
All my Men's, Laois,' and Children's SHOES WILL BE CLOSED OUT AT
WHOLESALE COST.
T. M. JONES.
Shoes. - E  be,et a •ts . -0 .12 .5 z








A City Within Itself,
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Corner Virginia and Seventh Streets.
llopkinsville, Kentucky.
Rigs furnished day or night
CHOOSE YOUR STYLE:
It is your privilege-from either of
these. Will you be a tailor-made
gentleman or a resdy-made elothing
one An old saying says "the tailor
makes the man He certainly does
in out side appearance& We will
guarantee t,o make a man of you any
time you wish to order your suit or
overcoat, and choose your fabric










A uice line ot pretty turnouts Always on hand. Call OD
-tableon west Seventh st
For the last 20 years we have kept Piso's Cure for Con-
sumption in stock, and would sooner think a grocerrnan could
get along without sugar in his store than we could without
IDiso's Curt, It is a sure seIler.-RAVEN & CO., Druggists,
Ceresco, Michigan, September 2, 1896.
if Is FACT
That low prices are created and maintained in
our store, others may make them for a day or so.
We hold them down all the time with a firm
hand while you take the benefit
All Our Bargains
Are Genuine.
We do not sell imitations. We tell of the bar-
gains all the time and back up the telling with
the bargains. Match our $5 00 suit, $8.50 over-
coat or anything else that we sell if you can.





PERSONAL MENTION. Busies, /Starts.Wooldridge & Chappel received two
hogsheads of tobacco Monday, their
fine commission since going into busi-
ness.
THE LAST SAD RITES.
Abut RemainsSome Short Storieso
Local People.
MARRIAGES GALORE.
Breezy Bat of Gossip Picked Up All Over
Town.
Esrreersiete. —Mr. and Mrs. J. Ed-
gar McPherson entertained a few con-
genial young people Tuesday evening in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Un-
derwood. A delicious supper was tasti-
ly served. Givers were laid for ten
persons. Mr. and Mrs. McPherson
thoroughly understand how to make
their guests have a good time
t + +
ENERGETIC —Mr. Thomas; L. Metcalfe,
publisher and proprietor of the Hopkins-
ville Independent, and owner of the
Hopkinaville Steam Laundry, Dye
Works and numerous other industries,
was in the city on business yesterday.
Mr. Metcalfe is known as the most ener-
getic young man in Kentucky journal-
ism. operating four large industrial es-
tablishments in two cities, in addition
to the publication of his excellent paper.
—Nashville San.
+ t t
Quixote Jiw—Hon. Jas. A. McKenzie
and his estimable wife are in the city,
the guests of Lar dlord Bringhurst, says
Tuesday's Clarksville Times, The
Peruvian minister is in good health and
excellent spirits.
+ + +
Mass Routes —The Dawson
spondent to the Madisonville
came-
Mail
writes Mrs. M. E. Rogers, of Hop-
kiusville, has arrived here and will look
after the Arcadia during Mr. Holenew's
absence.
+ + +
MARRIED —The marriage of Miss Nel-
lie Ford, sister of Mr. A. Y. Ford, of
the Courier-journal, and Mr. Stewart
Starling was celebrated Wed. evening
at the home of the bride's parents, Capt.
and Mrs. S. H. Ford, on Parrish avenue,
Owensboro. Only the relatives of each
were invited. The Rev. G. L. Mor-
rill officiated.
+ + +
WsLus.—Mr. Fred'k A. Wallis is in
e easy looking as beautiful as a rose in
full bloom and as fat as a Thanksgiving
turkey. "I never felt better in my
life," he said. "I am working so hard
I don't have time to be in anything but
perfect health."
*
Bocsscisu Beer .—Mr. Laden L.
Davis, of C. M. Lathiun's store, and
City Clerk of Hopkinsville, is all smiles.
It's a boy who weighs ten pounds.
+ + +
BRAMMAIL—My. Mason Brambam has
accepted a position as salesman in H.
M. Bryan's store. He is a clever and
popular young man.
s + •
MARRIED—A wedding was solemnized
Wednesday afternoon in the Gracy
neighborhood. The contracting persons
are Mr. James M. Miles and Miss Mattie
H. Carlos& All the friends and rela-
tives of the couple witnessed the mar-
riage which took place in the Little
River Etaptist church. The Rev. A. W.
Meacham performed the ceremony.
+ + +
W Mitt MARRIED—Mr.Willialll Volney
West and Mims Lula MeRoy were
married Wed. evening at 6 :30 o'clock.
They live in the Crofton neighborhood,
where their friends are legiou. The
marriage occured at the residence of
the bride's parents, and Rev. T. Thomas
a Baptist minister linked the couple.
+ + +
M Asa tin. —At three o'clock Tue.-
day afternoon, at the residence of Rev.
R. L. Milton, pastor of the Methodist
church of Crofton, Mn. Charles S. Gib-
son and Nun /dinabelle Giaddiah were




noeday issued listense to marry to Mr.
Joshua L. Reynolds and Mile Mary
Armstrong, a popular North Christian
couple. The wedding took place Wed-
nesday-night &Mrs. Rev.W.E.MoCord,
of the Universalist church, tied the
nuptial knot.
+4+
The people of Hopkinsville will re
joice at the news that Manager Gal-
breath has closed a contract with Gov-
erno-elect Robert L. Taylor for a lecture
in this city at early date. The subject
of this lecture will probably be -Para-
dise of Fools." It has been heard here
before but it will never grow old. This
will be the last appearance here of Gov
Taylor before taking the gubernatorial
chair and a large audience is certain to
greet him. He needs neither introduc-
tion nor endorsement to Hopkinarille
people for he is too well known, and
tattling could be said to add to his pop-
ularity. In the "Paradise of Fools" he
appears to his beat advantage. It will
be an evening of rare pleasure and
wholesome enjoyment, as chaste as the
most hypercritical could stggest and as
eloquent as the tongue of man can well
portray.
•••••••
Wants More School Law.
The school superintendent of Hender-
son county is anxious to have the spec-
ial session of the Legislature enact a
law that will enable counties to vote up-
on levying an additional tax to secure
the extension of the present five months'
school session. In a letter to the Sap-
erindent of Public Instruction the coun-
ty superintendent asks that the Gover-
nor be requested to embrace in his mes-
sage to the special session, if one is call-
ed, a recommendation that such a law
be passed
We live in a country of which the
principal scourge is stomach-trouble.
It is more wide-spread than any other
disease, and, very nearly more danger-
-owl.
One thing that makes it so dangerous
is that it is so little understood.
If it were better understood, it would
be more feared, more easily cured, lees
universal than it is now.
So those who wish to be cured, take
Shaker Digestive Cordial, because it
goes to the root of the trouble as no oth-
er medicine does. The pure, harmless,
curative herbs and plants, of which it is
composed, are what render it so certain
and, at the same time, so gentle a cure.
It helps and strengthens the stomach,
purifies and tones up the system.
Sold by druggists, price ten cents to
one dollar per bottle.








k Pure Gripe Cle3/11 of Tartar Powder. Prep
Ammonia, Alum ow any other adulterant.
40 ?Ws Tie ffrAINDARS.
Harry Anderson
Mr. Harry Anderson, a brother of Dr.
E. C. Anderson, is ill with typhoid fever
at his home on South Walnut street.
He has been 'Kindled to his bed several
Farm For Rent.
A farm of 500 acres for rent for 1897
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky., possession to be given at
once for purpose of seeding wheat. Ap-
ply to HUNTER WOOD.
A New ▪ Firm.
Mr. F. P Renshaw. formerly of the
firm of Pie & Renshaw, k' on lay
bought out the furniture department of
Tuompsou & Meador end will in the
future conduct the business.
-
Failure at Guthrie.
George Randle, doing a general mer-
chandise business at Guthris, made an
assignment Tuesday afternoon.
His being pushed by St. Louis credi-
tors canted the assignment. The assets
are pi,oco: liabilities will be covered.
The Concert.
All those who have their names on
the guarantee list for the Remenyi
Grand Concert Company ran have their
seats reserved at Dr. Stites' office until
Saturday afternoon From that time




A dispatch from Bowling Green to
the Louisville Post says: "The Hon.
James A. McKenzie, who has reached
his home in this city from his pest as
Mutt-ten to Peru, is improving rapialy,
and in the course of a few we ks he will
again be the same healthy %Jimmie.' 
Anoth•r Charge.
Percy B. Sullivan, well-known in this
ray, now under arrest at Evansville for
counterfeiting, will have to answer an-
other charge if he is cleared of the pres-
ent one. The Northwestern National,
of Milwaukee, is preparing to prosecute
him for obtaining money fraudulently
on its policies.
Todd County Court,
The December term of the Todd Cir-
cuit Court will convene in Elkton Dec.
7th. The equity docket is the largest in
years and now numbers over seventy
eases. Judge W. L. Reeves is the pre-
siding Judge and John E. Byars, Com-
monwealth Attorney, both natives of
Todd county.
••••••
Will Give • Dinner.
The ladies of the Baptist charch will,
on arst court day, December 7, give an
excellent dinner at Elgin's old stand op-
posite the court-house. It should be
well patronized, especially by those
from the country, who must get dinner
in the city, remember that by calling
upon the ladies you can get dinner for
25 cents.
Love Was Blind,
Monday Thomas Spencer and Mies
Allie Estes were joined in matriniouy.
The groom is scarcely more than a boy,
while the bride is probably fifty years
old. Both live on a farm near Hopkins-
vile. They were married in the County
Clerk's office by Judge John W. Breath-
itt. The ceremony was witnessed by a
large crowd of people, drawn to the
room by curiosity.
Rhea Horsewhipped ()rider
On the public square of Russellville,
Tom Rhea, a brother of John Rhea,
horsewhipped William Grider, a promi-
nent Republican, for alleged remarks
made by Grider about Rhea's sister.
Mrs. Grider is prostrated over the af-
fair, and it is feared that serious trou-
ble will result between the principals of
their respective friends.
Rhea and (.rider are both well-known
in Hopkinsville.
Col. Embry Engaged,
Cl. Sam F. Embry, of Howell, has
been engaged by the Kestreev New
ERA to 11011eit subscriptions and job
work for this paper. He will represent
the New ERA in Christian and adjoin-
ing counties. Col Embry has a wide
acquaintance and is very popular. He
is also a good business man and a hust-
ler in every sense. The Now Eat ciii
appreciate any favors shown him or
work entrusted to him.
Franks Is Happy,
Mr. E. T. Franks wore a smile to-day
that would have utterly paralyzed Maj.
Crumbaugh if he could have seen it.
This morning Mr. Franke received by
expreet a large and handsomely finished
photo of the President-elect and Mrs.
McKinley, including their Canton, 0.,
residence, The souvenir came direct
from Maj. McKinley, and Mr. Franks'
smiles are all the broader on that ac-
count —Owensboro Inquirer.
Cox & Bkoalware.
In the advertising columns to-day
those clever and energetic young busi-
ness men, the Messrs. Cox & Boolwares
make their re-appearauce. They thank
their friends and patrons for past favors
and announce that they are again in
business with a large and new stock of
clothing, hats, furnishing goods, etc.
These gentlemen have the right stuff
in them and they cent be kept down
The public bas full confidence iu them.
Hese'a predicting great MIMI% for
them.
The Rule Was Obstinate.
John and Robert Hickman, two young
farmers from South Christian, drove in-
to Clarksville Saturday morning to do
some trading. In the afternoon they
drove down to Joe. Rceentield's in order
to get some parcels left there. When
they got ready to start the mule they
were driving became rooted to the mot,
as it vitae, until a rather persuasive rap
horn the whip gave action to his riar
limbs. The consequence was a demol-
ished spatter-board and two very fright-
ened young men. No doubt they will
remember Josh Billings' quaint quips
on the mule.—Clarksville Timer.
L. & N. Gross Earnings.
Grose earnings of the Louisville &
Nashville railroad for the second week
of November were $448,620, an increase
$9,1845 as compared with the same of
week of hue year: gross earnings lot
the two weeks of November, 0112,675, a
decrease of 964,180, as computed with
iPso3; groan earnings from July Ito Nov.
4, $7,7/48,258, a decrease of 6163,0615, as
compared with )e95. The earnings in
the freight department were higher
than in any week for four years past,
but the passenger earnings were not so
large as they were for the same week
last year. The freight earnings increas-
ed $14,710.
To Prevent Irregularities.
Superintendent Davidson has decided
upon a new form to be used by school
trustees in taking a census of the school
children.
The new form provides a column for
the registration of the day and year of
the child registered.
The last school census showed 736,075
children of school age in the State.
The superintendent is convinced that
the census taken is at least 200,000 above I
hat it should be, and it is expected;
that the new form of making a return '
will insure a more reliable report.
An Important Diff-rence,
To make it apparent to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they are
not afflicted with any disease, but that
the torstem simply needs cleansing, is to
bring comfort home to their hearts, as a
costive 'condition is easily cured by UA
lug Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Company only,
sod sold by all druggists.
of the Late Judge
Brasher Interred.
MEETING OF THE BAR.
Resolutions of Respect Passed at a Session
Held in the Court House.
Monday the remains of the late
Joab C. Brusher, who died Saturday
night at the Westeru Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane, were placed in their final
resting place at Hopewell Cemetery.
The funeral services were performed at
tho home of Hon. Larkin 1'. Brasher, a
brother of the deceased.
The members of the Hopkinsville bar
met at the court house in this city Nov.
23rd, and,on motion.Judge R. T. Petree
was elected chairman and Polk Cansler
Secretary of the meeting. The Chair
appcinted Judge Joe McCarroll and J.
D. Hays a committee on resolutions,
who presented the following which were
adopted:
RESOLVED, That we have heard with
sorrow of the death of our brother, Joab
C. Brasher, who departed this life on
Saturday the 21st of Nov. 1896. He
was a genial, kind hearted man, of gen-
erous impulse@ and sympathetic nature.
We rev oguize in him a man of ability Ls
a lawyer, far beyond what was known
to his fellow citizens. He was molest
In his prof ssion and ii his general ut-
erances With the public.1 and refused to
push himself forward his practice of
the law, as his abilities would have au-
thorized him to do; but we who observ-
ed him, saw much to commend in him
that was Unknown to the public. We
express our sympathy with his family
in their bereavement, and in the suffer-
ing endured by him during his long con-
tinued illness.
Rasoaven, That a copy of these reso-
lutions be spread upon the records of
the event as a mark of respect for his
memory, and that a copy be furnished
his family.
Re-sena-sae Further that the newspa-
pers of this city be requested to publish
the proceedings of this meeting, and
that the members of this bar attend the
funeral of deceased brother in a body.
On motion the Chair appointed the
following as pall-bearers for the occa-
sion: Judge M. D. Brown, Senator J.
W. Downer, Judge J. T. Hanberry, C.
H. Bush, 0. W. Southall, John Feland,
jr.
On motion the meeting adjourned.
R. T. PEIREE, Foie CANSLER,
Chairman. Secretary.
Notice to Creditors.
All persons having claims against the
estate of Thomas Green, deceased, are
hereby notified to file same with either
of us properly proven, on or before De-
cember I, 1896. G. V. GREEN,
THOMAS GREEN, JR.,
Executors of Thomas Green, deed.
Nov. 13, 'M. d&w to Dec.1
Sent to the Asylum.
In Judge Ward's court yesterday Miss
Anna L. Tinsley was aikludged a luna-
tic. MIAS Tinsley's age is 24 and came
here with her father a few mouths ago
from Ohio and has been living in the
family of Dr. R. D. Smith on the Cory-
don road. Her dementia,ae the evidence
shows, is caused from religious excite-
ment. At one time she cut herself bad-
ly about the neck, which came near
proving fatal. She will be sent to the
Hopkinsville asylum the latter pert of
the week.—Henderson Gleaner.
Those Hog Stealers.
For some time Farmer John Jones, of
the Oak Grove, Ky., neighborhood, has
been missing hogs from his fattening
pen. One after another disappeared
until the list of the missing porkers
numbered seven. This was more than
Farmer Jones could stand. Setting a
watch over his psu, he was successful
last night in capturing two negroes in
the act of bearing off the eighth prize.
They wore prising up the corner of the
pen and were pulling a porker out when
captured They were lodged in jail at
Hopkiimsvi lie.
John Reeser, a prominent farmer of
the Garrettsburg neighborhood, wee
also successful last night in capturaig
two depricating darkies who had been
rather faithful visitors at his hog pen.
They two were jailed at Elopkinsville.—
Clarksville Times.
An Order.
The following has been
Headquarters United
Veterans, New Orleans,
Order No. 180: The General command-
iug announces that, under the rerolu-
tion passed at the late reunion held at
Richmond, Va., and under the customs
established by the association, leaving
the date of the next annual meeting
and reunion, which is to be held in the
city of Nashville, Tenn., to the General
commanding and the department com-
manders, they have unanimously agreed
upon May 5, 7 and 7, le67, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday respectively,
which dates have been submitted to our
host at Nashville, Teun., and acquiesced
2. With pride the General command-
ing also announces that e70 camps have
joined the association and applications
sent to these headquarters for papers to
organize at least 150 more. He urges
veterans everywhere to organize at once
and join this association so as to assist
in carrying out and participating in its
benevolent, praiseworthy and patriotic




Adjutant-General and Chief of Staff.
— -
'96 Taxes' Last Chance.
A penalty of e per cent. wall be added
to unpaid taxes on December 1st, 1896.
I am compelled to settle with the State
January 1st, 1897, and unless taxes are
paid promptly. I will add penalty and
collect by levy at once.
Mc J. Dsvis,






Eczema made Its appearance on my head in
its worst form, and it continued spreading
until my face was covered with scales and be-
came& horrid sight. I hail • tine head of hair,
seven years' growth. and hail to sacrifice it. I
was in despair. The physicians had failed
even to relieve me, when one recommended
Cenci:as Som.. My father procured a set of
CUTICUILA Rinsebtai. and in three weeks the
Wale. left my face sod the skin loft it,. florid
hue. Is Ms weeks / uses eefarely cured. My
face warn smooth and my complexion clearer
and finer than it had ever been before.
Miss MARION A. SMITH, Sunbury, Pa.
131•SDY Crag Tss TTTTTT Warm bathe
vita (2trricuas soar, gentle spent:allow. of
Cniccaa ,otntmeot), and mild doses of Cots.
IMOLA fillOOL•INT, grestme of humor cures
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IAMBI NS IN A BAD BOX.
Marshal Brame, of Lafayette. Cornea to
Town With Some Prisoners.
Marshal Brame, of Lafayette, came to
town Tuesday with three negroes. He
turned two of them over to Jailer Wil
liamson and put the other in the work
house.
Martin Carter is the name of the one
who is now making big rocks little. He
drew a gun on a small boy, Joe Jeffer-
son, and a woman. Carter said that
young Jefferson had on a coat which be-
longed to him, and as the boy declined
to give it up pistol persuasion was used.
The woman interfered and the boy es-
caped. A few days ago Carter went to
Jefferson's house, wh ch is just across
the Kentucky line in Tennessee,
and again demanded the coat. Jeffer-
son fired the contents of a shot gun at
him and tilled his hide full of small
shot. Carter was tried before Squire
Ft-ashen for pointing the pistol and was
fined $50 and costs. As he could not pay
the fine he was taken to thework house.
The other negroes are' Jim Britten and
Harrison Whitlock. They a e charged
with hog stealing.
DOEII 'LIGE ISEBREE WANT IT?
Gleaner Intimates That He Will Snatch
the Coveted Plum.
It is now claimed on what seems to
be reliable information, that owing to
an agreement entered into last summer
with Major Crumbarigh of Hopkinsville,
who is an applicant for the position of
Internal Revenue Collector. Mr. Franks
will not himself become an applicant
for that place. He is said to have
signed an agreement in consideration of
Crumbaugh's infineuce in Christian
county in his race for the nomination
last summer not to be an applicant for
the Owensboro collectorship in cam of
Republican success. Crumbaugh, who
is a wily politician, seems to have drawn
a sharp bargain with Franks, and this
explains why our own Lige Sebree's
former home county went against him.
It might yet turn out that should the
facts be made known, Sebree will yet
snatch the coveted plum from both of
these pie-hunting politicians. —Header-
sou Gleaner.
THE CHRISTIAN COUNTY CLUB.
Fruitful Chase and a Good All Round
Time Reported.
Yesterday ti.e New ERA briefly stated
that the Christian County Gun Club
had returned from Arkansas, where
they had a good time and a fruitful
hunt. The Clarksville Times has the
following to say of the Nimrods:
They have been in the wilds of Ar-
kansas for three weeks playing the Nun-
rod successfully, reporting twenty-five
deer killed, twenty of which were
brought into camp. An enjoyable out-
ing is the unanimous verdict of the
party.
A special freight train was made up
for the party at Memphis last night,
leaving Memphis at 7 o'clock and reach-
ing here at 3 o'clock this morning.
Those who composed the party are as
follows :
Capt. S. R. White, P. B. Pendleton,
Lyman Comas, Henry Rawson, Addison
Catlett, P. M3sInarker, Austin Peay, Sr.,
J. S. Parrish, W. P. Norton, Neely
Taintor, Gus Moore, Charley Jarrett
and C. L. Bradley.
THIS COUPLE WANTED TO MARRY.
Rode on Mules From Hopkins County
to Clarksville.
B. W. Keeih and Miss C. D. Winsett,
whose homes are twenty miles North of
Hopkinsville, eloped to Clarkeville
Monday.
The couple, accompanied by J. A
Keeth and another man whom name
was not learned, rode through Sunday
night on mules and reached Clarksville
Monday month's( about 7 o'clock,having
traveled a distance of about fifty miles
They immediately went In quest of the
tenuity court clerk according to the
Times, and having secured from him
the necessary credentials, they were not
long in being united for life in the
bonds of matrimony. The oeremony
was performed in the Trustee's office,
'Squire S. A. Caldwell officiating.
Immediately after the ceremony they
mounted their "noble steeds" and hied
them home something after the fashion
of the heroes and heroines in fairy tales.
--
STABLE DESTROYED BY FIRE.
The Owner Saved His Stock, But Had
His Feet Burned.
Tuesday nighta stable on the farm of
Mr. Charles McCarroll, near Hopkins-
vine, was destroyed by tire.
When the building was discovered in
flames it was too far gone to be saved.
Mr. McCarroll, assisted by several of the
farm hands, succeeded in rescuing the
live stocks. About eighty barrels of
corn, harness, farm implements and
other articles were burned up.
Mr. /ileCarroll had his feet 1 adly
blistered while at work in the burning
stable.
You Can Be Well
When your blood is pure, rich and
nourishing for nerves and muscles. The
blood is the vital find, and when it is
poor, thin and impure you must either
suffer from some distressing disease or
you will easily fall a victim to sudden
chauges exposure, or overwork. Keep
your blood pure with Hood's Sarsaparil-
la and be well.
Hood's Pills are the best after-dinner
pill: assist digestion, cure headache
2; cents.
ONE GREAT DISCOVERY
Follows Another. Read and Keep
Posted.
The advance in medical science is
greater than in any other branch. The
discovery of the X rays and the finding
of malaria in the blood by analysis art-
die most recent discoveries, but not the
greatest by any meatus. The discovery
of a remedy or medicine that will in-
stantly bring relief to any form af dis-
ease we think is beyond conception. A
remedy that does not require hours of
patience and pains before relief comes
has been discovered. Pooh! you say.
Would you have believed a few years
ago that the telephone is a great inven-
tion as it is? Just so it is with the great
discovery of Lightning Hot Drive, a
remedy that stands to-day without an
equal, without a parallel for the cure of
all stomach and bowel troubles, caused
by over-eating, indigestion, dyspepsia.
Relief comes so quickly you will he as-
tonished, and the fact that it leavee no
bad results is the beauty of it. The ac-
tion of Lightning Hot Drops is marvel-
ous, yet harmless, and you will be sur-
prised to know how many different
. kinds of ailments you will find it good
; for, and if you once use it you will have
no (erasion to keep a cupboard full of
different kinds of bottles, for Lightning
Hot Drops will do the work of plasters,
, pills, ointments, tonics, etc., and save
I you lots of money, for it costs only 25c,
end the 541e size holds 2,2 times as much
as the 25c size, and it is sold with the
positive understanding that if it gives
no relief your druggist will give your
Money hack. Made by Herb Medicine
Co. only, Springfield, 0.
To Cure A Cold In One Day
Take Laxative Brom() Quinine Tablets.
All druggist., refund the money if it
fails to cure. 2.-to.
FACTS FOR FARMERS.
Notes Interesting to Tillers
of the Soil.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 25, 1896.—Cat-
tle.—Marketings of cattle to-day were
light and of fair to good quality. The
market was steady at unchanged price*
with the exception of butcher grades
and mAch cows, which were draggy.
The supply was all sold.
Calves.—The calf market was dull on
aceoust of the approach of Thanksgiv-
ing, and prices declined 25c to $4.75 for
the beet. 1 he supply was all sold.
Extra ,diipping  $t (O 415
Light idlipping  1111411140
Hest Mitchers .   &kat 875
Fair to good butchers  75iet SRI
Comm in to medintu butchers  1 504 SW
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags I 004 I 50
Oast to extra oxen  B utag, 810
Commiin CO medium oxen MO 5Th
Feeders  2 504 00
Stockers I 751e 3 15
Choler milch cowl 
Veal Calvet'  2 fiet 475
I 2 00Bulls
25 436
Fair to good mlich cows.  15 unqiii26 00
Hogs.—Receipts of hogs aggregated
nearly 5,000 head. The market ruled
dull at 15c decline. The supply moved
lifelessly under a slack demand, the
lighter weights sellieg with the least
difficulty. Heavies were slowest sale.
A large part of the offerings went un-
sold.
choice packing and butchers. 21.5.
23 so
Fair to good packing, IMO ti MX* tb 3 31)
Good to extra light. 100 to 13015 110
Fat shoats. Ito to 154.1 lb .  . a *5a.3 35
Fitt shoats, 100 to 120 lb  3 Aural :16
Roughs. 160 to 100 lb ShWitSiS
2 5iaa2 7.5
Sheol, and Limbs —The supply of
sheep an lambs numbered about 200
head. Shippers bought freely at yester-
day's prices and sometime(' paid $2 75 or
25c ai.vauce for fancy sheep. The pens
were cleared.















The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the Navy ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 2,658 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 903 hhde
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amoant to 149,586 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 143,413 lihds.
The offerings of dark tobacco this
week have been comparatively light—
quality generally poor. Such as were
desirable for either France, or Italy gold
high. Non-descript and common grades
are about as they have been for some
time past.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco 1895
crop:
Trash . $1 00 to $125
Common to medium lugs 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Common leaf   8 00 to 4 00
Medium to good leaf  4 00 to 550
Leaf of extra length   6 00 to 700
Wrappery styles  7 00 to 10 00
MUST LIVE THERE.
At a meeting of the Clarksville To-
b WC() Board of Trade a rule, requiring
t me inspectors of tobacco to reside with-
in Montgomery county was adopted
This rule does not affect the present in-
spectors, but it is to go into effect when
the present term has expired. It is not
necessary that the candidates for this
office be residents of the county at the
time of their candidacy, but in event of
eleceou they must, if non-resideeta,
immediately move into the county.
TOR A C 0171.00K .
A reporter at Owensboro interviewed
several of the tobacco men as to the pre-
sent and future outlook of the crop, and
as to what will be the average ruling
prices of the weed this season. The
general opinion of the buyers It that
prices will be low on moat of the grades,
and will be no higher than last year on
some of them may be not quite so high.
For the past several years the prices
have always ruled higher earlier in the
season, and those farmers who sell first
get the best prices. With the opening
of the season buyers are sent out through
the country and observation and experi-
ence have taught the tobacco raisers
that then is the time to strike a sale.
rhe prices paid then have a tendency to
stimulate the farmers to rush the crop
on the market, and it is then prices de-
cline.
"More Triable, in de Lan'."
"Bud" Garth, better known as the
"nigger killer," became involved with a
quarrel with Wash Tompkins, of No-
vember 4th fame, to the extent of a cut
jaw, and other negroes in Rhode Moore's
edut in the "chute" Sunday night.
Tompkins was turned loose, but Garth
was put in jail, being unable to pay his
tine of V5. Garth said he could pay
his fiae, but preferred to go to jail. It
seems the bone of contention was a
comely dusky maid to whom Garth took
a liking. Garth seems to have a mania
for shooting at negroes, wanting to kill
nearly everyone he sees. He is just out
of the penitentiary for shooting ,two or
three negroes at Trenton. He Mines of
a good family and is well connected.
Garth is about twenty-three years of
age. The negroes are very much agi-
tated over his appearance here.—Madi-
sonville Mail.
The Grandest Remedy.
Mr. R. B. Greeve, merchant, of Chil-
bowie, Vs., certifies that he had con-
sumption, was given up to die, sought
all medical treatment that money could
procure, tried all cough remedies he
could hear of, but got no relief; spent
many nights sitting up in a chair: was
induced to try Dr. King's New Iiiacov•
ery, and was cured by we of two bot-
tles. For past three years he has been
attending to bunniess, and says Dr.
King's New Discovery is the grandest
remedy ever made, as it brut done so
much for him and also for others in his
community. Dr. King's New Discov-
ery is guaranteed for coughs, colds and
consumption. It don't fail. Trial bot-
tles free at R. C. Hardwick's drug
store.
Stron
Nerves just as surely come from the use of
Hood's Hareaparilia as does the cure of
ecrofula, salt rheum, or other so-called
blood diseases. This is simply because
the blood affects the condition of all the
Nerves
bones, muscles and tissues. If it is im-
pure it cannot properly sustain these
parts. If made pure, rich, red and •1tal-
Ixed by Hood's Harsaparina, it carries
health instead of disease, and repairs the
Worn, nervous system as nothing else can
do. Thus nervous prostration, hysteria,
neuralgia, heart palpitation, are cured by
O0
Sarsaparilla
Because it is the One True Blood Purifier.
Pills 




A cream of tartar baking powder.
Highest of all in leavening strength.—
Latest United States Government Food
Report.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York
WILL INERT NEXT AT, BEVERLY.
Program and Place of Teacher's Asso-
ciation Arranged.
The County Teachers Association will
meet at Beverly on Saturdry, Des. 5,
1896, at 10 a. ni. The trustees and pa-
trons throughout the school district
represented are cordially invited to a,1
tend. The districts included are N08.
10, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 29, 55, 58, 61,
65, 71, 75, 76 and 78. The teachers in
any of the above districts who fail to at-
tend will be required by law to teach an
extra day. Please bring your song book,
"The School Bell." The program will
be interspersed with music and recita-
tions famished by the Beverly school.
The following program will be carried
Out:
Devotional Exercises.
Address of Welcome—J. C. Duffy.
Response—U. L. Clardy.
How to Teach Longitude and Time—
F. V. Zimmer, Miss Daisy Gardner and
E. J. Murphy.
The Proper Use of the Recreation
Hour—Misses Mary K. Stoner and Liz•
zie Smithson and J. W. Rascoe.
How to Teach Primary Geography—
Misses Minnie Stevenson and Ida Brum-
field and J. Walter Knight.
Recess.
Purpose and Value of Civil Govern-
ment—J, C. Duffy, E. M. Murphy and
Miss Florence Lindsay.
How to Secure and Retain Attention
During the Recitation—Gee. V. Don-
nell, Misses Effie Wood and Lola Rich-
ards.
Personal Imprevement of Teachers—
Joe 0. Donaldson and U. L. Clardy.
All teachers in the county are urged
to be present and Resist in making the
meeting a success.
KATIE MCDANIEL, CO. Supt.
W. E. GRAY, Vice-Pres.
SHE SUCCUMBED TO PNEUMONIA.
Mother of the Messrs. Embry Died
Monday Rear Howell.
Mrs. M. B. Robinson died Monday
at her home near Howell, after a short
illness., Aboat one week ago she was
taken ill with pneumonia. Her condi-
tion grew worse daily and Monday she
succumbed to the disease. She was the
mother of Messrs. S. F., G. W. and W.
E. Embry, of this county. Mrs. Robin-
son was a woman of many noble quali-
ties of mind and heart. She was seven-
ty-four years old. The remains were
interred Tuesday in the family burying
grounds near the old Fox place.
LOST HIS EAR THIS MORNING.
Horse Bit Off and Swallowed John
Morton's Left Ear.
John Morton lost part of his ear this
morning.
Mr. Morton is proprietor of a livery
@table on West Seventh street. This
morning, while he was pining a stall
one of his horses seized his left ear and
bit off all of the upper lobo.
The horse swallowed the portion of
the ear.
Mr. Morton has been suffering great
pain to-day.
•
Do you go to bed to sleep? Of course
you do! Thou if there's any croup or
whooping vongli among your children
administer Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
••••••••• 
Leave your watch, clock and repair
work at HARDWICK'S. He has the
finest workman in the South. Cash
Drug Store! Cash Jewelry Store! Cash
Musical Store! Cash Paint Store! Cash
Prescription Store! Cash Novelty Store!
Cash Holiday Goods Store! Cash talks
and we like the sound of his voice. Cash
or no sale. All my old accounts for sale
cheap for cash. R. C. HARD WIIIK.
Dickinson's Sale.
W. A. Dickinson will on December
9th, 1896, if favorable weather, if not,
then on the first fair day thereafter, sell
to the highest bidder, without reserve
or by-bid, at my stables three miles
West of Trenton on Hopkinsville and
Nashville road, twenty head of fancy
saddle, combined and harness horses,
consisting of brood mares, fillies, colts,
young stallions and broke mares and
geldings, in whose veins courses the
blood of famous sires and dams. wit
Assignees Notice.
Having tiled settlement and asked for
discharge, as reqired by law, notice is
hereby givei that I will, on Monday
Dec 7th 1896, in the Christian County
Court, move to be discharged from
further liability as Assignee of Morris
Cohen. JAMES D. HAYS,
Assignee M Cboen.
For Sale!
Two nice residence on East side of
North Main, between 1st and 2i1 streets,
containing five and seven rooms. A
beautiful bumbling lot immediately in
front of the Tabernacle, and the With-
ers place, between Elm street and
Cleveland avenue. This is one of the
pleasantest honied in the city and one of
the best built houses, and will be sold
for less than half it cost to build the




W. and W. C.
BINN'S
OUR?
It is elegant and gives entire
satisfaction whenever used.
You ought to give it a trial




IT IS ft SUPERB TONG and
exerts a wonderful influence in
strengthening her system by
driving through the proper chaT-
nel all impurities. Health and
strength are Guaranteed to result
from Its use.
My wife was bedridden for eighteen months,
aft, r using BRADFIELD'S FEMALE REGU-
LATOR fur two month,, Is getting well.—
J. M. JOHNSON, Malvern, Ark.
111AUDFIELD REGULATOR CO., ATLANTA, GA.
JIMA by ail Dragglsts at 111.00 par mule.
That we are again in business with a fresh NEW stock of clothing,
hats and furnishing goods, bought at a time when a dollar purchased
twice as much as it did early in the season and that we can sell them
to you cheaper than anyone else, is an assured fact, and we earnestly




One of the County's Most
Eccentric Characters.
SHUNNED NEIGHBORS.
Strange Boyd Gritley. of South Christian.
Succumbs to Pneumonia.
,
Boyd Griffey, a very eccentric char-
acter of near Howell, Ky., died a day or
two ago. He was Southern Kentucky's
hermit, says the Clarks-ville Chronicle.
He lived on a small farm within three
miles of Howell, on the Clarksville and
Princeton branch of the Louisville and
Nashville R. R., but there are persons
of Howell who, it is said, have never
seen this strange individual. Griffey
never visited in the neighborhood in
which he was so long a resident, and
never allowed himsel to be observed,
Possibly this was the main cause of hie
death.
On November 3rd hard-working Dem-
ocrats were making an endeavor to get
all the voters to the polls possible, and
the name of the old hermit, Griffey,
was suggested. He was sent for and
finally prevailed upon to come to the
voting place and cast his ballot. But
no one deemed it would be the last time
he would ever venture from his humble
home.
He contracted cold, which developed
into pneumonia, and he died alone at
his farm-house.
His age, nor anything connected with
his life, except that he lived within
himself, could be learned regarding this
strange man.
NATTERS IN VARIETY.
Bryan's opening, Nov. 27 and 28th. St
To Rent—A desirable home, apply rot
this office. ern tf
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, oft:* over
Oity Bank. May 18 '96
Money to loan on real estate, Hunter
Wood, Jr., Agent. ddrwtf
Bryan's opening, Nov. 27 and 28th. 55
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
in Milk. Qt. can, 10c.
Catarrh is a constitutional disease and
requires a constitutional remedy like
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which purifies the
blood.
For biliousness, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
bcx at druggest
Grand Display of China and glare
ware at Bryan's on Friday and Satur-
day. Nov. 27 and 28th. Entire holiday
stock on exhibition. Fine lamp exhib-
it. chit.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. 25c. Sold by R. C. Hard-
wick. eoi
mtcqRs or ntt k"
We Not Only Claim,
But We Prove,
That we sell goods Shoes for less money di* any other
store in Hopkinsville, and one need but see the bargains
offeped below to be everlastingly convinced of it.
Three Unmistakable Proofs:
fi For Men's Fine Custom-made Dongola 'Button
1 p4 Shoes, narrow and square toes, glove fitting,
heavy flexible soles; made by a celebrated manufacturer
and just the kind _you pay $2.50 for elsewhere. See them
in our window. or ask for them in our shoe department.










o 11. Other sizes in proportion.4Would
(.),st *1.25 to $1.50 elsewhere.
$11 Men's Genuine Milwauekee Oil Grain Gaiter.2J and Buckly Shoes. Fine solid leather through-
uut . Elsewhere they are $1.50.
Best Blanket Bargain Ever Offered.
Splendid 11 all-Wool ; .beautiful choice selec.
ted.wool, as pretty a quality as one could wish, in white
with rich colored borders. Also natural Gray and cochi-
neal red. Not. a pair worth less than $6.00, most exoel-
lent value .at that. For a short time they 53 99
go at
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WE TIP
Our hats again to our friends and patrons who have so generously
expressed their sympathy for us in our troubles in the (last few months,
and whose friendship for us has been so substantially proven by their
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e have selected from our stock 58 men's
suit4, sacks, sizes as follows: 3-33, 13-34. 7-35,
8-3 6-37, 4-38, 1-39, 3-40, 2-42 and frocks
sizes os follows: 4-34, 5-35 and 3-36.
Original Prices On These Suits
Ranged From g.50 to $1Z.50.
Some are light-weight, ,some medium and
many of them heavy. All are odds and ends,
and some of them are as good material as we
have in the stock, but are slightly off in style.
..It is a Chance..
to get a first class suit for a very small sum.
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the wing of death. Under tbat roof you
expect, when your work is doue, to lie
down aand die. You try with many
wordieto tell the excellency of tbe place,
but you fail. There is only one word in1.......7.....,_.
the language that can describe your
meaning. It is home.
Now, I dbclare it, that young man is
--..=uparatively safe who gees out into
the world with a charm like this upon
bine The memory of parental terdicitude,
watcbing, planning and praying will
be to him &shield and a shelter. I never
knew a man faithful both to his eerly
and adopted homes whout the same time
was given over to any gross form of dis-
sipation or wickedness. He who tee-eke
his enjoyment chiefly from outside *ago-
ciation, rather than from the more quiet
and unpresuming pleaeunts of which I
hare 'Token, may be suepected to'be en
the broad road to ruin. Abealem de-
spised his father's. house, and you know
his history of BID and his death of
theme. If you Peen) unneeessaeily agi-
tated from your kindred and ruler as-
sociates, is there not m that
yen can call your own? Into it gather
books and pictures and a harm Have •
that young wan who scrupulously ob-
er-eves it. This day; properly observed,
will throw a hallowed influence over
all the week. The song and sermon and
sanctuary will bold back from presump-
tuous sins. That young.nian who begins
planted. That room is solemn beenuse
once in it, over the hot pillow, flapped 
the duties of life with either secret or
open die met to the holy day, I veu-
ture to prophesy, will meet with no per-
inanent succeswes. God's curse will full
open his ship, hiseetore. his office, his
studio. his body and his *out. The way
of the wicked he turneth upside down.
In one of the old fables it was said that
a wonderful child e as born in Bagdad,
and a magician could hear his tome:tete
6.000 miles away. But I can hear hi the
footettep of Wet young man ou his way
te the house of worship today the step
uot only of a lifetime of neefuluees. but
the oncoming step of eternal ages of
liappieees yet millions of years away.
High Ideals.
A noble ideal and oonfident expecta-
tion of approximating to it are an infal-
lible defeuse. The artist completee in
his mind the great thought that lie
weenie to tranerer to the canvag or the
marble before he takes up the crayon
or the chiseli The architect plans isut
the-entire structuse be/ore he orders the
workmen to begin, and, though there
may for a lhng while seem to be nothing
but blundering and rudeness, he has in
his mind every Corinthian wreath and
Gothic arch and Byzantine capital.
portrait over the mantel. Make ungodly 
The poet arranges the entire plot be fore
mirth stand back from the threshold.
Consecrate genie spot with the knee of
prayer. By the memory of other days, a
father's counsel, and a mother's love,
and a sister's confidence, call it home.
Industrious Habits.
Another defenee kr a young man is
Industrious habit& Many young men,
in starting upon life in this age, expect
to make their way through the world by
the D90 of their wits rather than the toil
of their hands. A boy now goes to the
city and fails twice before he is as old
as his father was when he first saw the
spires cf the great- town. Sitting in
mom office, rented at $1,000 a year, be
is waiting foe tbe bank to declare its
dividend, or mees into the market ex-
pecting before night to be made righ by
the rushing up of the stocks. Buf lurk
seemed so dull,he resolved en some oth-
er tack. Perhaps he borrowed from his
employer's moneYdrawer and forgets to
put it back, or fur merely Vie purpose
of improving his penmanteEip make-s a
copy plate of a mexchant's signature.
Never mind; an Alright in trade. In
memo dark night there may come in his
dreams a vision of the peniteatiary, but every tay's fahiebood and wrongdoing
it 800/I Vanished. IL short time be I be added as coloring to the picture. Let
will be ready to retire from tbe bury I bloody deeds red stripe the picture, and
world, and, amid his flocks and herd*. the clouds of a wrathful God hang dowu
cultivate the domestic virtues. Thee ; heavily over the rem's, ready to break
those young men who once were his oat in clamorous tempest., Let the wa-
schoolmates and knew no better than to I ters be chided and froth tangled and
engage in honest work willIcome with I green with immeasumble depth& Then
their ox teams to draw him logs, and, ' take a torah of burning pitch end scosch
with their bard hands, helPheuxe uP into the frame the right name for it -
Ilia etude. This is no fancy picture. It the soul's suicide. If one entering upon
Is everyday life. I should not wonder if sinful directions would only, in his
there were some rotten beams in that mind or on paper, draw out in awful
beautiful palace. I should not wonderif reality this dreadful future, he would
dire sickneso should smite through the recoil from it and gay, "Am I a Dante,
young man, or if God should pour into that by my men life I should write an-
other 'Interne?' " But if you are re•
solved to live a life such as God and
good men will approve, do not let be
• vague dream, an indefinite determina-
tion, but in your mind or upon paper
to a miserable grave, and beyond it into sketch it in all its minute'. You cannot
the gnaahing of teeth. The way of the know the changes to which.you may be
ungodly shall perish. subject, but you may know what always
My young friends, there is no way to will be right aed always will - be wrong.
genuine xxlecess except thr"ugh Let gentleneies and charity .and veRwity
either of head or hand: At the battle of and faith steed te the heart of the
Crecy, in 1346, the Prince of Wales, sketch.
enemy, sent word to his father for help.
finding himself heavily pressed by the,' On some still brook's bank make a
Iamb and lion lie down toge ther. Draw
The father, watching the battle from a two or three of the trees of life not
windmill, and seeing his son was not
wounded- and could gain the day if he
would, Rent word: "No, I will not
 4•111111•••••••••••.. -....a......*•ar-,
a•grawiwnearas••••••••• 
0-The I knew you have 
50u no rinarene.
at the beginning many a hard time, . 
Religiose Principle. ?
but after awhile theme things will be- And t
his leads uue to gay that the
REV. DR. TALMAGE ON "YOUNG MEN come eels'''. 
You will tie yonr own DMA- mightiest defense fo
r - a youug man is
CHALLENGED TO NOBILITY.- 
ter. Gees sentence will be satisfied. tile 
puesesslon of religious principle.
You will be diecharged from preem. 
Nothing can take the place of it. He
Bless Ged that you have a brain\oo may h
ave manners that would put to
He Preaches an Inspiring Sermon t
o Copes
think and hands stet work and het tO sham
e the gement-ante-I and courteey of
Their Eyes to Their %Alibi), Opp
ortunity walk with, for in your constant sense- 
a Lead Chesterfield. Fon eel languages
and Destiny -Strong Defenses to Va
lf•ty. ty, () young men. is one of your strong- 
may deop.trottiJite tougue. may be
The Taming Point. I est Melee*. Put your trust in 
Geed and able to discuss literature and laws ami
I ,uo your beet. That child had It right 
fureign customs. He may wit le a pen
WytlINOTON, Nov. 22.-A resounding w. t
. .
.11 the heresies') away with the toed of uneq
ualed polish and power. His
sall goes oat in this sermon of Dr. Tel- f wood, and he mat on it.. When asked quick
utee and tact may qualify him fur
siege. If heeded. it would revolu- if he wai frightened, be said, "Nee I 
tlie loghret salary ef t!•..e counting house.
'mown' for goad- HIP! auhlect in prayed to God
 anti hung on - like a Ile may be es shurp na 
Herod and WI
"Young Men Challenged to Nobility." beav
er.- rereng Us 
io,mitnt4.,1, WITH Hire locks as
and the text 11 Kings vi, 17, "And the, 
Respite* For the Sishimeth. 
those which- hung Ate:acne, mill he. is
Lord opened the eyesof the young eptct 
tor the Sabbath Rill be tothe net safe fre
era evutuniiimoion. The more
One morning, in Dothan. a young young man
 timelier preservatives against eh eant his mann
er'arul the IltOrr fturClii -
thm!o&ical Student was wand by filet- evil. God h
as thrust into the toil and eittieg his eirese 
theiutereperil. statetedeee
ing himself and Elisha the prophet, fatigue o
f lift. a recreative day, W nOt care 
for the allegianve of A coward -
upon whom he waited, surrounded by a the sour
is especially to be fed. It is 110 ly ined illiter
ate heiter. lie calmot helm;
whole army of eneturee But venerable new tang
led uotiou of a wad brained him into effic
ient seivice.• lint be loves
Elisha was not scared at all. because he reformer
, but an Metitution estableished tontorm that
 castle of ch:eracter which
saw the mountains full of defense for", at the b
eginning. God haul made natu- has in it the
 most spoils :and treasures.,
him in chariots made of fire, drawn by rat and 
mond laws PO harmonious that It was not. 
sonic crazy craft creepiug.
horses of fire-a supernatural appearance the body as 
well as the Pout demands along the (
ease with a valueless eergo
that could not be Seen with the natural this institut
ion. Our bodies aro seven that the pirate 
attacked, but the ship,
eye. So the old minister prayed that the day clocks, t
hee must be waled up us full winged a
nd flagged, plying between
young minister might toe them also, often as that or
 they run deem great 
pets carrying its meninx of spee
and the prayer was answeredetind the Failure 
must come sooner or later to the cie. he
 more yournatural and. acquire e
----Lord opened the eyes of the young man, 
man who breaks the Sabbath. luspine 
eiceomplislaieents the more peed of the
ftud alao flaw the her] Pree
ension, tion has called it the Lurd's day, 
mid religiun of Jesus. That eiceet nct eut
looking somewhat, I suppose, like the he who devotee 
it to the world is guilty upon or hack up
 any smoothness of dis
Adirondacks or the Alleghenies in an- , of rubbery. God
 will not let the ein go positiou or 
behavior. It gives se-nnue•
tumnal resplendence. unpunishede 
either in this world or the try. It arriv
es that in the soul which
Many young men stending among the . world to come. 
I ought to be arrented and propels that
most tremendous realities have their This is the 
etaternent of a Man who . which ought to 
ee propelled. It tills ur
eyes half &but or entirely cicsed. May has broken 
this divine enactment: "I the gulle
en. It elevates and transforms%
God grant that my sermon may open was engaged
 in manefacturing on the I To heauty 
it gives more beauty, to tact
Lehigh river. On the Sabbath I used to !
more tact. to enthusia.slif of nature num
enthusiasm. When tbe Holy Spirit eine
presses the image of God on the heart,
he does not spoil she canvas. If in all
the multittidia eit -yonng men upon
whom religion has acted you could find
one nature that,had beeu the least dam-
aged, I would Tield thie proposition.
Yeti mai Dow have effeugh strength
of character to reied the varionstempta-
done to grunt wickedness whieh assail
yeti, but I do not keow iu what strait-
youeway be thrust at soine future time.
Nothims short of the grace ef the cross
may then be atele to deliver you front
the lions. 'Yon an. ndt meeker thee
Moses, nor holier theta David, nor more
patket thiui Job, and you ought not to
consider yourself invulnerable. -You may
have some weak point of character that
you have never. discovered, and in some
hour, when you are unsuspecting, the
Philistines.will be upon thee, Samson.
Trust not in your. good'habitte Or yore
early training, or your peide of thank-.
ter. Nothing short of the arm of Al-
mighty God will be sufficient to uphold
ycu. You look forward to tale world
sotuetimes with a chilling deepitudency.
Cheer up; 1,w111 tell you how you may
make a fortune. "Seek first the king-
&Au of God and his rightepusnese, and.
all other things shell be added unto
you." I know you do riot want to be
mean in this matter. Give God the
fp-slimes ot your life. Yon, will nOt
have the heart to drink down the brim-
ming cup of life and then pour the
dre•g9 ma God's altar. To isaavieur so in-
finitely generous you have uot the hean
to act like that. That is not brave; that
is not honorable; that is not manly.
Your greatest want iu all the world is
a new heert. In God's name, I tell you
that. And the Bleesed Spirit preises
through the solemnhies -and privileges
of this hely hour. Put the cup et life
eternal to y,pur thirty lips. Thrnst it
not back. Merey offer it-bleeding
mercy, long suffering mercy. Reject all
other friendships, be ungrateful for all
other kindnese, prove recreant to all
other bargains, but to deepise God's
!sew for your immortal soul-do not do
tha t.-
Two Signboards.
I would like to Rise some of you this
hour press out of the ranks of the world
and lay your conquered Tien atspe feet
of Jesus. This hour is no wMering
vagabond staggering over the earth. It
is a winged meseetiger of the skiee whis-
penny mercy to thy soul. Life is smooth
newPbut ale r awhile et may be rough,
wild and precipitate. There Comes a
crisis in the history of every man. We
Fenton] understated that turning point
until it is ler pest. The load of life is
forked, and I read on two signet/mins:
"This is the way to happiness." "This
is the way, to 'rain." How apt we are to
pees the fork of the road withont think-
ing whether it comes out at the door el
bliss or the gene of darkness!
Many years ago I stood on the anni-
versary platform with a iniwister of
Christ who made this remarkable state-
ment: "Thirty years ago two young
men started out in the evening lo at-
tend the Park theater, New York,
where a p/ay was to be acted in which
the cause of religion was to be placed in
a_ ridiculous sad hypocritical light.
They crane to/the steps. The conaciences
orboth eruct. them. One started to go
home, but returned, again to the door,
and yet had mit oourege to enter and
fleetly departed. But the otter ryoung
nem Petered the pit sof tbe theater. It
was the'turning point in+ history of
theme two yownE ?men. The man who
eutereel wee caught in the whirl of
temptation. Fails deeper and deeper
infeeniy; he wae hew That other
young nem wan saved, aud be now
stasnde before yeu to Weal God that for
20 years he lihM Well permitted. to
peened geepel."
"Rejoice, 0 3.-otnais man, in thy
youth, and let thy heir chi er thee in
the days of thy youth. Bueknow thou
that for all these things God will bring
thee into judgment."
RESOTNDING CALL.
wide your eyes to your safety, your op-
portunity and your destiny! rest, but nev
er regarded God in it. One
A Good Home. 
beautiful Sabbath, when the noise was
A mighty defense for a young map is 
all hushed and the day was all that
a good home. Some of•my hearers look 
lovelimess could make it, I sat down on
back with tender satisfaction to tbeir 
?my piazu and wept to work inventing
early home. It may have been rude and 
a new shuttle. I neither stopped to eat
rustic, hidden among the hills, and 
ucedrink till the sun went down. By
architect or upholsterer never pianned 
that time I had the inventiou complet-
er adorned iteltflut all the fresco on 
ed. The fiext morning I exhibited it and
princely walls nev-er looked so enticing 
boamted of Ay day's work and Was up-
to you as those rough hewn rafters. You 
: pleaded. The ehuttle was tried aud
can think of no park or arbor of trees I 
worked well, but that Sabbath day's
$30,000. We branched
planted an fashionable country seat so • wurk co
" use
attractive aa the phial brook that ran in 
! out and _enlarged, and the curse ot
front of theism earesaseese and sang an. heav
en was upon me from that day on-
der the weeping willows. No barred h'ar
d,''
gateway adorned with statue of bronze 
While the divine frown mast rest
and swung open by obsequious porter in 
upon him who tramples upon this end-
full dress bas halt the glory of the old 
ute, Cied'e upecial favor e dl be upon
swing gate. Many cf you bare a wooed
dwelling place, your adopted home, that
also is sacred forever. 'There you built
the first family altar. There your chil-
dren were born. All those trees you
his cup of life a draft that would thrill
him with unbearable agony; if his chil-
dren should become to him a living
curse, making his home a pest aud a
disgrace. I should not wonder if he goer.
he tiepins to chime the first canto of
tingling rhythms. And t, strange to
say. there are men who attempt to build
theilleharacte'r without know i tig wheth-
er in tbe end it shall he a rude, Tartar's
tent or a St. Mark's cf Venice-men
who begin to write tne intricate poem
of their lives without knowing whether
it shall be a Homer's "Odyssey" or a
rhymester's botch.
Nine buqdred and ninety-nine men
out of a thousand are living without
any great life plot. Booted and spurred
and plumed and urging their swift
courner in the hottest haste, I ask:
"Hello, man; whither away?" His re-
eponse is, "Nowhere:" Rush into the
busy shop or store of many a one, mid,
taking the plane out of the man's hared
or laying down the yardstick, say,
"What, men, is all this about-so much
stir and sweat?" The reply will stumble
and break down between teeth and lips.
Every day's duty ought only to be the
filling up of the main plan of existence.
Let men be consistent. If they prefer
misdeeds to emerect cotwees of action.
then let them draw out the design of
knavery and cruelty and plunder. Let
frost stricken, nor ice glazed, nor wind
gripped, but with thick verdure waving
like the palms of heaven. On the dark-
come. Let the boy vrin his opus, for, if elsnd place the rainbow, that pillow
God will, I desire that this day be his of the dying storm. You need not print
with all ita honors." Young man, fight the title on the frame. The dullest will
your own battle all through, and you catch the design at a glance and say,
shall have the victory. Oh, it is a battle "TOat is the road to heaven." Ab, nee!
worth fighting! Two monarchs ref old on this sea el tee what ineelmenthie
fought a duel, Charles V and Francis, ships, heavily laden eualewell rimed,
and the stakee were kingdoms, Milan yet seem bound for no port Swept ev7
and Burgundy. Yon fight with sin, and ery whither of wind and wave, they go
the stake -is heaven or hell. np by the mouutaine, they go down by
Capacity For Work. the valleys and are at their wits' end.
Do not get the fatal idea that you are They sail by no chart, they watch% no
• genius, and that, therefore, there is eta?, they long for no harbeir. I be green
no need of close application. It is here ery - young man today to draw out a
where multitudes fail. The curse of this sketch el what, by the grace of God, he
age is the geniuses-men with enormous memei to be. Think no excellence so
self conceit and egotism, and nothing high that yon cannot reach it. He who
else. 1 'Lae rather be an ox titan an eagle starts out in life with a high ideal of
-plain and plodding ann wieful, rather
than high flying and good for teething
but to pick out the eyes of careassee Ex-
. Unordinary capacity withent work is ex-
------traordinary failure. There is no hope
foe that person who begine Isfe resolved
to live by los Wits, for the probability
is that he has not any. It Wits not safe
for Adam, even iu his nufallen nate, to
bave nothing to do, and therefore God
commaoded him to be a fanner and hor-
ticulturist. He was to dress the garden
and keep it, and bad he and his wife the mide of their enemies, said: "Come,
obeyed the divine injuncticen and been my men, look the-se fellows in the face.
at work, they would not have been Ttiey are 6,0e0; you are 300. Surely
sauntering under the trees and hanker- match i4 even." That /Tench gave
ing after that fruit which destroyed? them the victory. Be not, my bearers,
them and their posterity, a.proof posis-i dismayed at any time by what seenis an
tare for all ages to come that those who immense odds against you. Is fettune,
do not attend to their business are sure is want of- education, are men, are dev-
te get into mischief. ils, against you, thongh the multitudes;
I do net know that the prodigal in of earth mid hell confront you, stand up
Scripture would ever have been re• to the charge. With 1,000,000 against
claimed had he not given up his idle you the munch is just even. Nay, you
habits and gone to feedieg swine for a haven decided advantage! If God be for
living. The devil does not f0 often at- us, who can be against us? Thus pro-
tack the man whe is busy with the pea, tected, you need not spend mutat time
and the book, and the trowel, and the in anerwerinri your attendants.
saw, and the hammer. He is afraid of Many year ago word eame Mime that
thoee weapons. But woe to the man two nnpostors, as temperance lektunrs,
witsman this roaring lion meets with hie had bft-ti ep1mking in Ohio in varieties
hands in his pocketed places andegi•ing theirtexperienee, and
Do not demand that your toil always they told their audience that they had
be elegant aed cleanly and refine-d. long been intimate with ine mid had
There is a certain amount of drudgery become drunkards by diui g at my ea-
through which we must all pass, what- ble, where I always hnd• quors
ever be our oecupation. Yon know how norm Indignant to the last degree, I
men are sentenced a certain number of went (hewn to Patrick CempbelT
e elite(
years to prisen, and after they have suf. of Brooklyn police, saying that` I was
fered and worked out the tane, then 'rug to start that -night for Ohio to
they are allowed to go free. So it is h e thete villains arrested, and I want- I beenuse Dr. Bull's Couot Syru
p always
with al,1 of us. God panted OD US the ed him to tell- Ille how to.make the ar- runs while the eubstitute does not.
sentence, "By the eweitt of thy erew . reed. Hit smiled and said : "Do uot 
shalt thou eat bread." We must endure waste your tine. by chasing these me
n.
our time of drudgery, and then, after Go home and do your work, and' they
Awhile, we will be ailowed te go into ,Cau 3.1)11 uo hat". " I tol'It his mon-
comparative liberty. We must be will- see and all wan we II. Long ago I
 made -
ing to endure the sentence. We all up my mind that if env
 will put his
know what drudgery is calm-rated With trust in Gott and
 be faithful to duty he
the beginning of any trade or prefeseion, nee d not- leer any ev
il. Have God on
bat this does not continue all our lives, your side. Yeanit man. aird all the Mi
l'
U I S She otpdszirg, or the merchaut's, biesial f
orces of earth and hell cau do
- —
_ _ . . _
- When any part o
the body isn't doite
the work that mewl
•intended it to do, it
puts the whole sys-
tem out of tune-out
harmeny. When
all -fif the vets do
n ot work well to.
gether, none of them
can work just right.
Sickness in one part
of the body is likely
tb run into all pans
of the body. It isn't
necessary to be sick
all over the body, in
order that you may
fe el Eick all over.
When Ehildren stand
• rew of bricks on
end. theyanock the
when- row down by upsetting 'Fine brick.
That is exactly wtait happen+ to the healtb
when the bowels flit pesform thrir'prop-
el function. Constipation makes trouble
all along the floe-puts the liver out of
order, is bad for the fidneys--hati for the
stomach. It holds in the bpdy poisonous
trratter, andybecause it cannol go any place
else, it gets into the-bloed. The blood car-
ries it all over the system. Thet makes
sluggishness, laesitudie bad breath-and foul
tastesin the month, Ells the stmach with gas
enditenses winde bele hing, rtops digestion
in the stomaele.'causes sour stomach. heart-
burn and flatulence. It makes pimples
and blotches arid eauses sick anti bilious
headaches: Nine-tenths of all human ail-
ments are due to this one seemingly trivial
cause. Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure
Constipation. They really cure it. No-
body becomes a siii,ye to the use of the
"Pellets." They cause no griping and are
ES mild as they are efficient. At any drug
otore. Look out for the druggist who tries
to aell you sometberig which he says is
"jest as good." There is, teething just as
greed. There iv notiiing thot is *early as
good. Anybody who tells you there is is
mistaken-or worse.
A GREAT fTEDIICAL WORK FREW
We hare arranged to give away also:utely !Ire
ro,nro of Dr. Pierce's great hook. "Common
Seaor Medical Adviser." It contains inns pares,
anti more than illuetrations, mine Of them is
micro. Mo.cco copies of ft have bees mid at the
regniar price. $1 Lo per copy The penflts on this
Immense sale have heen used in pi:T."11nm the
present edition, a copy of winch will he sent to
arey 'dress on reeetptnf n yerent stamps tO
em,r ,r.t of hook. A IreNe D'orld's Die.
peLeury Medic-Al Association itu.T.i1o, Y.
•
chararter mid faith in its attairancet
Will find himself incased from a thou-
sand temptations. There are magnifi-
cent possibilities before each of you
young men of the stout heart, and the
bneyant step, and the bounding spirit.
I A% Guld marshal you for grated achieve-
ment. teed now prevides for you the
field, and the armor, and the fortifica•
Oen& Who is on the land's side? A
captein •ancient times, to encourage
his men against the ibOlillailt•e odds on
4•••••• As. ..444.amis•
Domestic Joy.
The charm of domestic joy will be
preserved, jf these parents, who tear
the early death of one of their loved
ones when attacked with a serious
throat or lung tomble, resort at once
to Dr, Bull's Cough Syrup, a never-fail-
ing remedy, "I used Dr. Bull's CotiOi
Syrup for my 80U, W11.0 was eight years
old. He has been troubled with a bron-
chial cough since he was two and a half
years of age, and I have tried every-
thing, hat found Dr. Bull's Cough
SyruP does him the most good." Mrs.
A. Gelb, 317 Demott St., West Hobo-
ken, N.J. Deltull's Cowell Syrup costs
only 25 cents, and is cheaper than the
dealer's big profit milking substitute,
SvPHYLIS
AYE YOU :
"I-ars In !ionth, :lair Palling! Write Co° la
II Zig; EDT O.. sot al seemly TemPl•
oilman°, Ill., for proMs of coma Copt
ol. $500.0041. Worst oases oorrd In 1'
BS day.. Itit0-psurei bank Ores.. •
•orelln
PURELY VEGETABLE. • 1
'.The cheapest, purest and two family medi-
cine in the world! An effect Ural specifiC for
all diseases of the LIver,Stionsch 
and spleen.
Regulate the Liver and prevent Chills and
o'er. Malarlous Fe% era. Rowel Compla
ints,
lAmtleestiess, Jaundice antimN ausea.
BAD BREATH!
Nothing is so unpleasant, nothing PO 
(sem-
mon, as a bad Itreath and in nearly every
case it 00,111.41 from the 
and can be
so easily corrected if you will take SIMInonn
Liver Helot lat. Ir. I141 not neglec
t so stirs a
remedy tor this repulsive disorder. 
II will




should not.he regarded us a triflin
g a Iment--2
re Dirt, nature demands t lie ut 
mead regularity •
of th•• bowels, and any deviatio
n from •this
demand paves the Way often to s
erious dan-
ger. It is quite as necessary tit 
remove Impure
accumulations from the bowels am it 
im to tot
or sleep, and no health Min be e peeled where
coetive habit of body pre" ails.
SICK 111P.A.DACHILi
This distreesing affection occurs mese fre-
quently. The disturbance of the st
 ,,,,, 401,
arising from the irnperfectly digested con-
tents, causei a severe pain in
 the head,
accompanied with disagrtieatrie 'ffiutatia,
this constitutes What is pttpularly tw n as
Hick Headache. for the relief of whict, take
Liver Regulator.
airEVERE PACKAGE-yea
Has the Z Stamp in red on the wrapper.
J. H. ZEMIN & CO., Philadelphia.
O. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1898
SOUTH BOUND
No. 1 daily No. 3 daily
Ly. Evansville 6:15 a. at 4:20 p.
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 "
Lv. Morgautield 7:55 "
Lv. DeKoven 8 :27 "




9:21" 1.86- "Lv. Marion
,L.T. Princeton 10 :21 " 8 .40 ."
Arv. Hopkitusville 11 :SO noon 9 :50 p.
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily
Lv. Hopkinerville 5:20 a. m.. 2 :53 p. m.
Princeton '6:87 " aleave 4 :41.
'ye 4:06
Lv. Marion jt.:81 " 5:41 e
Lv. Henderson 9:52 " 8 :07 "
6 :e7 '•Ly. DeKoven 8 :27 "
Lv. Morgantield 9:02 " 7 :,12
Lv. Corydon 9 :30 "
Arr. Evansville 10 :40 " 
87 :54541 - .
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH BOUND.
Lv. Morganfleld 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p. m
Arv. Uniontown 9:35.a. m. 7:40 p. m
11
SOUTH BOUND.
Lv. Unioptown 7:25 a: m. 5:25 p. m.
Aro. Morgarifield 7:50 a. m. 5:50 p. Da.
LOCAL FRRIGHT TRAINS.
Lir. 'Princeton 7 :15 a. m. daily.
Arr. Hopkinsville 10:20 a. m. daily.
Hopkinsville 5:00 p. m. daily.
Arv. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily.






A cents for t hem.
Old Mulual BenefitLife
Of Newark, New .1( rsey.
See their new contract.
Everething in the contract.
Loans'and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....







—or Your Fa -e'
e• - ese,s, nnorts mut:T-1u, tt 14 r• r ch. r•
..1,L.4•14,14.4.1011 1,..11,1 111.4t!. :t 
•
r towt of attractive. 
11-4.• . •
. henutlin:. Tlio rm end wk.- 
144
soap, and nowsietios Injure Lue ustia.
Viola Cream
cleanses, nehrPol ye nol reierir(-.
It w -ft, walte I: 
•..01
--does not lever u!•. rat r •nstv. t.
Is hamlet.; and realty, Mes Jo t hat WP 
Cht1
tor It. The only preparation tbst will 
poolttrm..
roue-ye } rereTos, Plactininds, il'sn, 
Sunburn an '
l'init-les ilinalrols .4 trot imorlial. !nun 
'worm
strut ladles. I-Nrice go cents a Jar at druggists.
0.C. BITTNER CO., TOLEDO. OHIO.
Doctors Say;
Bllious and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic d's-
tricts are invariably accompan
derangements of the
-I:1th Liver and Dowels.
The Secret of
'The liver is the grsaP "
wheel"- in lilt. mechanism of
man, and when it is out of order,
...he whole system becomes de-
ranged and disease is the result.
Tutt's Liver Pills
Care till Liver Troubles.
Cuslinian's
MENTHOL INHALER


















Sri althful aid to
IfBADACHII sufforo
ors. Prima/00nm to th• Ploeplems. Caret Insomnia
Nr-r roam l'roatraliroi. to, 1 it-1001Ft WWI Worthing'
ininsi.ono. "Isar only CtriAkthEAN'EA. Price, 60c.
at all 1 iroggi•to or nia,led AtiESTS WANTED.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL SALM P"'"`*4wonder •
ful corps of Salt Ith•om, Old Sorsa, Cuta.Wounda,
Buena, Fr,,aintiort. Et: all oven. ri misfire for
I•opr. tihn Druggloo Book ein
fir, A i Cu•hm n Drug Co.. Mins
 . nr• Minna Vt.. Chic •WO.
Gen. Miles wants more soldier* and a
big army ; the people do not. The peo-
ple will rule. and Gen. Milos will not be
Generatof 70.000 regular troops.
W. H. Lankfordr merchant,Lankford,
TeIIII., writes: "Dr. Bell'ae-Pine-Tar
Honey beate ann medicine on earth fur
coughs and colds."
Seld by R. C. Hardwick.
- 
?Aetending to the method which is
now adopted for reckoning leap yeale,
December, January and February will
be summer months about 120,000 years
hence.
_ _ _
Do you go to bed to sleep? Of couree
yet. do!' Thou if there's any cmap oe
whooping tough among year chitdren
administer Dr. Belln Pine-Tar-Honey.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
The weather elerkhasteee giving us
anti-proeperity weather right along.
What the business men.want Bonen
bl tate and blankets-of snow and lots of
nippins air.
When the children wake up in the
night teughing -one dose of Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey is all that's needed.
Seld by R. C. Hardwick:
The tribute paid- Miss Frances Wile
lard by her re•election as. Preeident of
ehe W..C..T: U. is one of those deeerved
tribute* emPhasized by the infrequeney
with which they are paid.
- -
Whether it's a stubborn cold ow jest a
sniffle, you can cure it for good with,
Dr.. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. This re-
melts remedy pike!' in time will stop
the progressed censumption and bring
the eolor of health to the pallid- cheek..
-Sold by R. V. Hardwick.
Rhode Island may not be'as l'arge as
some Other Stang, bat the plurality she
geve at. the election proves that she
knows her oWn mind better than many
a State that contains more square miles.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic is a
perfect liver regulator--antionalarial
and blood purifier. Removes billions-
nese without purging. Cures chilli; and
makes the complexion. good. Guaran-
teed by dealer. ,
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
The talk about "streegthening the
trust laws' if not found adequate" may
be weibmeants But how is it possible
to tell whether or not they are adequate.
until an houese effort is made to enforce
them?
To make the complexion good and
breath sweet, use Dr. Bell's Peppermint
shill Tonic. It purifies the blood, rids
yen of malaria and is an up•building
tonic, aidieg digestion. Plermant taste
ind pleasaht effect. 50c. Guaranteed
by all dealers.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
Emperior William is said to be furious
at Prince Bismarok's revelations, but be
scses no way of stopping them. The Eno
meteor sent a memiage to the Prince beg-
&sing him to eeltfie his campaign on the
ground that it was calculated to injure
;ennany politically, but the Prince re-
tains the right of free speech and of
ventilating his opinions.
Rheumatism Cured In • Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatiem and
Netaransia radically curve in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the system is remarkable,
and mystermes. It removes at once the
cause and the diseaee immediately die-
appears. The first dosiegreatlo benefits ;
75 cents• Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkingville.
The newspapers of London are alreedy
speculating upon the successor of Mr.
Thomas F. Bayard as Ambassador of
the United States to the Coart of at.
James, and the St. James Gazette places
Mr. Whitelaw Reidn-name at the head
of the list. It also mentions in this con-
nection Mr. M. H. De Young, proprietor
of the San Francisco Chronicle. "
- -------- -
Borten's Arnica Save.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts
reuveiaregioree, re'Pe'ttUerl,cecreilaSpalt m
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Enm
tions, and positively cures Piles, or DO
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satisfacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkinsville Kv.
efforteeeeres to makieig against
"radical" measures in the forthcoming
meeting of the Missouri Legislature.
Just what is meant by the radical mem,-
ures IPA known, but if it means
School Board reforms, of election law
revision', or bi-partisan boards of all
kinds, a conservatism not in accord
with the advancing enlightenment of
the Seople, is reeommended. The State
needs that radical meaeures should be
adopted in very many lines if the full
possibilities of citizenship here are even
entered, much less reached.
CASTOR IA





Seuator Sherman ia his Brooklyn
speech reiterated his "confident opin-
ion" that the Dingley revenue bill can
be passed and an extra seasion averted.
'•I um dead opposed to any extra time
sion," he said and ridded that, in all his
experience he had -never known such
a sention fail to 1 te nepopular." He
also deprecated ainither political tariff
revision and fasored a reference of the
eubject to "a commission of distinguish-
ed and eminent men, without bias, or
prejudice." Peresident McKinley
coeld not have a better adviser than
John Sherman.
- Horace Greeley once said: "The way
to resume is to resume," speaking of
again putting gold into circulation after
the war. But you may say resume any
number of times to that torpid liver of
yours and it won't budge until you take
Simmons Liver Regulator. Many peo-
ple seem to forget that Constipation,
Billiousness and Sick Headache are all
caused by a sluggieh liver. Keep the
liver active.
— 
In no other country on the face of the
globe is the railread mileage anywhere
near as large relatively to the number
of inhabitants as in the United States.
To see this, one heel only to tarn to the
tenet stades on the subject. The chief
nationa of Europe have one mile of rail-
road to an average of 2,600 people ;while
in this conutry the average is 3sU inhab-
itants to one mile of road. This is the
result of the competition between dif-
ferent railroad companies. In Iowa,
where-the fight is perhaps bitterest, the
number of inhabitants to one mile of
road is only 2-13, while Germany with
very nearly thesumeamobnt of mileage,
hes 1,895 inhabitants to the mile,a num--
ber nearly eight times as great.
PARKER'S CINCER TONIC
, She., v. 1. a.nreelng eiontaeligand
, 1. . • and ie to..ted tor nal, ng •urr• when ClOttwe
f",," tire, 'nom, and nu...4 hove it.
PARKER S
HAIR BALSAM
Clasows and lastut.fai the bats
Promote' • losurient growth
Meter Pail* to litaator•
Hair to its Youthful Color.
C.111.11 localp d mane liar 1a.lueg.
ADe,and On at I/n*1ga •
ti DERCORNS cs.r.
Mope ea pat& liskes walking slur. Loc. raDruggoo.
FERD SCHMITT Agent THINACUA
Hopkinsville, KY. FOR THIN PEOPLE
- --
Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the C. O. & S. W.
and IllinoireCentral, to Louisville, Cin,








Close connections made .at Princeton
with through gelid vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleeper, and
free reclining chair care
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
0. P. A. Agt.
Evansville, Ind, Llopkinavillos
5:20 a. m. 2:53 p.m
12 :00 noon :50 p.m
6 :40 p. 7 :10 a.m
7 :40 a. ru. 7 :30 p.m
11 :10 p. m.
6 :40 a. m
ARE YOU THIN?
mesh m ide with Thinacarn Tablets by a
scientific process. They create perfect as-
Min I lat 'on til every for of ft roil, secreting he 
Y:11Utsble pit t Etna warding t he worthless.
They !mike thin hive. Wirt round tout
Measure. The hre
STANDARD REMEDY
for leanness. ctni wining no aritetile, ane ab-
solutely 'thriftless.
Price, prepaid, $1, for Li.
Pamphlet, -110W Tll GET FAT," free.
'THE T II I N ACL RA CO., 5410 liroadwoy, N.Y
.•, ih• tired aud Throat ,„
NEURALGIA. LaLRIPPE.
•
*Will CURE YOU. }:,`,:.',;ttl:1;7'
•• - HEADACHE. Le4nAnoori rf.• ,. RE CURL
ENDoRsED hgailioot tne4,11-•Al so
•• HILDA. borr'11:111:
HUH, Le turtape. tt,• isoal refreekina
' a I 5. 11111Dlelli ,g.tInerc '...trop la the t•In,,ien
,nr• Inwmal• and N b• fooled •
 al.
onfatuna. Take only (11.7NRIIIAIVS. Prim. tee. ai
a] fuogrd. matoro4 on na-npt 0.1 Aae•tr
• M11111, %NI ,,,,, OL MALI permit,. e• or mulethel earn of Nall
Starer. old aarark netme., Ban. Emana
tes. gavel. nil
othn rnin,iin tot ei LIN. Pro. tar, •I draert.n. kionb 111•6
0..1 ',kin, Ill MI5 51 1/111,1d Elanrearee, lea. et ao.
▪ Illeeriera 111., thing.
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTH.
The following time table tells when
all paseenger trains arrive here:
No, 53, St. Louis expros. ..6 :0 7are
No. 55, accommodation.. ..7 :04 am
No, 51, St. Louis mail 5:19 pm
NORTH.
No. 52, St. Louis mail. 9 :55 am
No. 54, St. Louis express. 10.28 pm
No. 56, accommodation 8:40 pm
No, 53 makes connections at Guthre
for Louisville and points East. No. 55










DISEASES OF WOINEN A SPECIALITY.
0
OFFICE 
11 auptatisl tia o2 ptoe rcii uilding
Telephone No. 132
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wo el, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs:over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
JOIIN FELAN! ),
Attorney - At - l.aw,i
OFFICE: Old Bank Building corn r





Original an..1 Holt flasetae.
••re r. I.•` Sa Mit
ecr
ri- 911‘ 'BMA
'Moe over Baseett's In Hummer Block
L. C. ANDERSON
,Physiciall& Sargon
Office over I 'enters!" Bank. °Mee
hours from 9 to II a. m., 2 to 4 p. m
Phowtt to W-rd awl r.. swum Dr• A. Boa
walled vr., bier ri,ber. 'Take 
• ' a. 5
'Shea. litartuoileariervem
awe sad dearestierui. At nri.ger .1 or mead lap la rliT Irle 3r Eig
r r- rimeakgs
Pn.r: I t_ nn °treat in ,.10c4 op
pubite nee Netional Rank.
mug* on the Indian.
A champion has risen up for the In-
dian in the peewee of General Miles.
The Indian fighter ham become the most
earnest tied aggreesive of Indian defend-
ers. This•fact arid an enerisetic defense
• Grelierul Custer are.the salient pedals
In the Mike memoirs. In hie opiuiou
the red man has distinguished hiniself
am diplomat, eitatesman and warrior and
may be good even while he is alive. In
speaking of Cueiter, enmend Miles says,
"I bum no patience with those who
would kick a dead lion," and he attrib-
uter; the !Mine death in part to general
ignorance throughout the army as to the
ittrenetle of the enemy, and in part to
the failure of Major Reno to women- re-
sponsibility for the mevemente of his
forces.-Chicego JotirnaL
Hosea.
.14 is a sotuewinit singular fact that
thee rarest of all noses is that felled
where me would naturally expect to
find-sit-el tne mid ile of the face. Tak-
ing 100 heads at random, one Will not
tied, on au average, more ILIAD three in
which the bridge -of the 11090 desceuds
perpendicularly feom a straight line
drawn exactly between the eyes.
. .
Caged monkeys are tolerably certain
to give asi indication of coming bad
weather, being then more ill natured
and quarrelsome than at auy other
time.
Alfonso VI of Leon end Castile was
the Brave on accouut of his knightly
daring. The same title was given to
Alfonso IV of Portugal.
Rheumatism
Is a blood disease and only a blood reme-
dy can cure it. So many people make
the mistake of taking remedies which
at best are only tonics and cannot possi-
bly reach their trouble. Mr. Asa Smith,
Greencastle, Indiana, says: "For years
I have suffered with Sciatic Rheuma-
tism, which the best physicians were un-
able to relieve. I took many patent
medicines but they did not seem to
reach my trouble. I gradually grew
worse until I was un-
able to take my food
or handle myself in
any way; I was abso-
lutely helpless. Three
-. se bottles of S.S.S. re-
lieved me so that I
was soon able to move
my right arm; before
long I could walk
across the room, and
when I had finished one dozen bottles
was cured completely and am as well iga
ever. I now weigh Ipe."
A Real Blood Remedy.
S.S.S. cures Scrofula, Cancer, Eczema,
and any form of blood troubles. If you
have a blood disease, take a blood medi-
cine-S.S.S. (pia tanked p u trly tr,ceta-
ble) is exclusively for the blood and
is recommended for nothing else. It
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SI TACLiit RHEUM CHAPPED HANDS i.4"F
FROSTED FEET 1.F4 BURNS ULCERS
RINGWORM "I
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(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make esetimaters on all kinds of
plasetering aud cement work
wo wu4rauteed,
aud prices remount:ie. Repair work
a specialty and receive promp.
attentiou.





Things 1 hat I Isidro !Life For /Linters In
the Woods on:Dreary Days.
There is a kind Of who never
lacks camping companions. He may be
rich or poor, big oe little. He may be
so weak as to be tinnily able to carry
his rifle and never able to Lying a stick
of wood for the campfire. He- is wanted,
nevertheleres. The simmers call him the
jovial man, the one Who never mike, but
always smiles. He its cheerful when the
clouds weep tied thecamperm are dismal.
Ile laughs when he, misses easy shots.
He grins when the emuke gets into his
eyes and says that the nube and sticks
in the camp bed are good, because they
give the sleeper pleaty of exercise.
The cheerful man is especially well
liked in a camp %lore the limiters have
bad a bad run of luck. If a week passes
and the woods have been so dry tInit the
deer or the (turkeys couldn't be ap-
proached, then the cheerful man, as lee
fries pork or bacon. for supper, laughs
and says that any way it's a geed thing
fe°rryWtollillieleigillas the blues, it is the cheerful
etnhiee.weather is gloomy and ev-
nian who gets out and gathers a big
heap of wood, if be can, or, if he can't,
he has somebody else do it, and when
night conies a big' campfire is started
tbat cheers everybody up to the story
telling point, which point indicates
cheerfu Meet
Even small boys are welcome in a
veteran's camp when the place is
gloomy. Small boys make thence inter-
eating. There are guns to drag around
and owners to say !things. There is a
food eupply to pick at, and fire to med-
al° with, pipes to break and tin dishes
to rattle. It doom% take much to cheer
ap sail camp, if only the right visitor
30Illes along. The arrival of a szniliug
vvornan from another camp, one day
when the rain poured, did that onoe up
on Moose river. She had a rifle overher
shoulder and three dripping partridges
ill her hand. Her huntiug suitwas drip-
ping wet, and her MOO curly bangs
hung down over her (yak Every com-
plaining man of the camp leaped to hie
feet, and a great heap of green h
legs was EIOCII cut and sizzling in t
tire. The gloom was dispelled
much smoke. In a few minutes she -.
standing near the 'fire steaming as
clothes dried. Whim she left, two hoe
later, every one Willi es happy us a cu.
by a grate Ere.-sew York Sun.
"CALLERS" NOT DESIRED.
A Welter's Denson, For Thinking t• Visit-
ing" Intolerable.
Of what earthly Use is "company?"
You probably see your neighbers once a
week, needles them on the public high-
ways, and if yoa nod pleasantly and
speak word or two of the weather and
of the health of the family, has met ev-
erything been dole that our neceesities
require or formality can reasonably de-
mand? If we Piste businees or need ii -
formation diet. others can give Us, I
and risk of theme Be brief, lint to I.
point, and, leaviug with what is de
sired, carry away also their ble
To go to unother'S tO reme, .
its inmates, one etr all, to sit for hatf
hour or longer and listen to your plati-
tudes, and-condeg away-lie to tls
abeut pleaeaut call, is intclerate
Yet there are thousands who do tie.
daily,
Why should I kave ay occupation,
be it loafing even, and give my atten-
tion to some Fri or woman who is
thoughtless enoogh to "cell?" TI- -
actuating motive? never appears. Muele
is spoken and nothing said., I receive
DO worthy thought to profit by or in-
crease the probability of a beatific eter-
nity. The familiar well gnawed bones
of doctrine full trout tbe devil's table.
Uenally I ani foeced to breathe at such
a time a grant) poisoned atmorphere
This "call" is telotlaer idea of civility,
and I am compelled, it appears, to be a
victim uf his or her whim. If I refuse,
WI I have done Point blank, to pre-seal
myself, I am called a boor and ell man-
ner uf ugly narehe-Lippincottn.
Strange Degigkaing of a rrienete ?i•
I remember the anectloto my
then., Count d'Aute, who eme
Fie le fore the regulation
used to tell mu It was the
had left his mother, and be e..-
.what bewildered by the roughet •
hie comrades, who affected the a.,
old troupers. To make sure that hi
not a milksop, hue of them, a vetere.
of 12, wade him lay his hued flat c.
the gromel, stepped on it aud crashes
one of his 'ingots. This tormentor
the future Geueral Barapuay Winne rs
The victim, who nearly tainted, by:
it bravely, however. "ALd this tv.
beginning," my, stepfather useu t7t Ito
half a crutury later, ellen showing h.
deformed finger, "of a friendship tha
lasted all our lives." This happen?
shortly after the first empire, th
Roman virtues Were emulated, brit one
must uot infer from this isolated fact
that stoicism flourishes vigorously ie
the French cdecational system.-Th.
Bent:ore iu Century.
The Contluetor Tells His Story.
-Ex-Cowles ter llodgkies of the tie
Trunk railway says that iu all his tine?
be has Lever known a woman who paid
her fare on the cars to tell where she
was going without being asked. One of
his amusing experiences of this kind
was with a dignified lady, who got on
at the Rochemter tranater 'annuli. Whet)
Comincter Hodgkins came to her, she
pulled out her wallet, and in austere
language said, "How much is it?" "1
dou't know," replied the conductor.
"It's your duty to kuow," responded
the WOLIella Ulld followed this wit h some
remarks about officiate not knowing
their duty. "If you would tell me
where you are going," said the cote
ductor, "perhaps I might make a guess
ut it. "-Paris. Me. I Democrat.4._
N. r tstort ts hints.
Shirt waistri are destined to remain
with es all wiuter-not, however, the
cottun affair, hut silk newt gergeous
cheeks er changeable effect, yet cut
strictly after the trim pattern of old.
The ouly diffeirenee is that buttons are
uot used, but fancy studs in enamel or
plain gold are made to do serviceantl
be ornameutal. The band necktie go
closely associeted with the summer
waist also holds its OWII mid blazes in
ell the; colorsitenn at sunrise or subset.
Collars and cdffs in white linen are
wore. Tim silk waist, heed and boned,
may be worn nth wraps are necessary.
-Bo/item Advintiser.
ATLI1 tio terra Riddle,
Several chi , lien were asking riddles
the other din. and a bright little girl
who listened got the . idea of what a
riddle wam. 'he next day File went tte
her hither andlsaid, "There was a blieei
and curtains on a pole and the pole fell
and two nieri laughed." The father
romptly gave it up when she add.
"Don't von s the meet?' Upon being
answz reel ill he negative she puzzled
her lerains.f melee+, and said, "Nei-
eller do I." bile is now practicing on
riddles that !have some rue:ming iu
thejo,
Vellowstime Geysers Dying Out.
W. W. Wylie of Helena, Mon., who
has spent more years in the Yellowstone
tiational park than any other man, says:
''The guyeierWare gradually lessening in
activity. As? compared with 16 years
ago, I should lay thete is not more Mau
one-half the acti•ity iu the upper basin.
I believe there will be few, if any, gey-
sers in 50 years from now. "-Cbicago
Chrouicle.
'two Readings.
"Husband,. what did the doctor say
about me?"
"Ile said that yon must giva up re-
ligion and take to drink."
"What!'
"Well, he said yen must stop doing
BO much churrh work and take it "
-Louisville Courier-Journal.
Lateet In Lamp Chimneys.
A new German lamp chimney has
the bulb in the upper instead of the bot
tem part, teed the upper rim is cut
obliquely. It is claimed that this shape
niakes it safer to blow out the light,
while the flame is improved by being
made taller and steadme-Boston Bud-
get.
Cleantei d Repairin
By F'owituntr, "the tailor aud cutter."
Suits madefrom..........$15 to $60
Pantie made from $ 4 to $15
Remember the secret of getting a fit
in a suit of clothee made to order is to,
het e a tailor take your measure. Bridge
ste t, opp. New Era.
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simita ting the Food and Reg uta-
















A prifer t Remedy f o r Constipa-
tion , Sour Stomach,Tharrhoca.
Worms ,Convulsions,Feverish-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.




35 Dock s :=.35cEp_ij-s












Canoes is pet t p ia onsalee bottles may. It
Is net sold is bulk. Dont allow sztTene to ma
yon anytkilg else on the plea or preause teat it
is "Jest as good" and "•ill saner every pur-
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Ever brought to llopkinsville. We in-
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GO TO THE LEADER
FOR WRAPS AND MILLINERY.
We are still here and will stay. We e
receiving a new line of wraps every day. ( on-
isting of ladies capes. j lckete,
FRENCH AND ENGLISH COATS,
childreLs reefers for al' ages, no two alike, E v
ery wrap warren- ed tailor-made and the latest
style. We a so have a fl,le lot of millinery End
fancy g )o'is,
FINE PA TTERN HATS.
C )me in ana se U3. No trouble to sho'w







OUR SUPPLY. consisting of all t he latest ia.bries—in
Scotch, London Specials, Crepes, Tweeds and Dress
Worsteds—is unequaled by any house, hence we are always
rtedy and up-to-date in meeting the
DEMANDS OF THE
MOST FASTIDIOUS....
THERE IS NO STRINGENCY in our market—except
want of money—and our prices are marked low on "swell"
suits in order to "swell" our bank account. You would do
well to see our
$6, $7 and $8 TROUSERS.
The saint, guarantee which gocs witn our $40 and
$50 sui+s is substantially carried out in the, make-up of our
$25 suits. •
ELY & C Successors tog N. TOBIN
HOTEL LATitAxt.
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in packages. flour-universally acaaosieedgej purest In the wor1,1.Costs no more than ether package soda-never spo
•
Made only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere. is





.4ceessibly,11 Nine Schools, Thorough
Instruction, No Saloons, Expenses Moderate
For illustrated catalogue., address
S. Ryland, - i• President,
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